Students to take
USNH to court

student enjoys a quiet moment by the banks of the Oyster River (Ben Frazier, photo).

Freshman dies during break
By John Doherty

UNH freshman Thomas Cash
was killed Saturday, March 17,
when the car he was a passenger
in collided head-on with a pickup truck in Dover. The driver of
the car, Marc Faletra, and the
driver of the truck were both
treated and released from Wentworth-Douglass Hospital following the accident.
Cash, of Somersworth, NH,
was returning with Faletra from a
party in Dover. According to
Dover police, Faletra' scar crossed

the center line on Central Avenue
and collided with a pick-up truck
driven by Michael Good win, 34,
of Dover.
Cash, 18, was pronounced
dead on the scene.
Dover police say the accident
was "alcohol related." Faletra, 18,
of Somersworth, wasarrestedand
charged with negligent homicide.
He was released on personal recognizance.
Cash lived on the third floor
of Christensen and roomed with

his best friend from high school,
according to a Christensen Resident Assistant. His roommate
declined comment.
"He was a pretty quiet kid,"
said floormate Brett Graham, a
sophomore. "He was a good guy.
We werereallyjust getting to know
him before break."
Graham said Cash and Faletra were reportedly heading to
Store 24 when the accident occurred.
Faletra will be arraigned in
court April 16.

Professors consider union
By John Doherty
In a closed-door meeting
yesterday afternoon, UNH faculty
may have come one step closer to
unionizing.
About 40 faculty members
attended yesterday's informational meeting with the representatives from the American Association of University Professors to
discuss instituting a collective
bargaining process at UNH.
Stephen Finner, associate
director of collective bargaining
for the AAUP in Washington,
spoke withfacultymembers about
the collective bargaining. In addition, surveys were sent to all faculty members earlier this week to
guage opinions on the possibility
of a faculty union.
English professor Karl Diller
is the president of UNH' s chapter
of the AAUP and is an advocate of
the collective bargaining idea.

"The procedure of collective

bargaining is set up by law," said
Diller. "We need to collect signatures from 30 percent of the faculty. Then it may take as long as
two years to set it up. But it may
go much quicker," he said.
Diller and supporters of collective bargaining hope to gain a
greater say in salary increases and
work conditions. These points
have been cited as the two central
causes of the much publicized low
faculty morale at UNH.
"In collective bargaining the
administration comes to agreements on questions of salary,
workingconditionsandgrievance
procedures. The faculty would
have much more voice," Diller
said.
UNH faculty are paid an
average of $42,300 a year, which is
well below the national average of
$46,000 paid to peer institutions'
faculty.
"New Hampshire is in the top

ten states for per capita income,"
said Diller. The state of New
Hampshire's education budget
does not reflect the wealth of the
state," he said.
''There were to be significant
pay raises over the last three
years," said Diller. ''But there was
no contract so the administration
could make those decisions on
their own."
Although faculty support is
difficult to guage at the present
time, Diller remains hopeful.
"I assume the difficult financial situation in the state is temporary and the collective bargaining
process will help us recover from
that," he said.

Inside:

By Birger Dahl
In-state students are required
to pay the $300 mid-semester tuition increase by today, but not
everyone is paying. Some students are trying to fight back.
Dan Along, Andrew Gamble,
Jeff Lisbon, and Randy Spartichino are four students who have
decided that the tuition hike is a
breach of contract, and they aren't
going to pay it. They are working
independently, trying to get more
students involved in protesting
the increase.
Spartichino, a candidate for
student body president, said "this
is another episode in an attempt
[by the Board of Trustees] to impose their rule without student
input." Spartichino called the
decision undemocratic, but said
that in the end, students will have
the final say.
Their ultimate goal is to take
the University System of New
Hampshire to court. Gamble said
that there are lawyers who are
willing to take the case, but that
students are still working to make
sure their case is strong enough. If
the students win the case, the
university will be required to refund money to students who paid
the $300 increase, Gamble said.
One of the better arguments
they have against USNH, says
Lisbon, is a sentence on page 67 of
the student handbook that outlines how tuition is set for in-state
students. It reads, ''The Board of
Trustees shall fix the in-state tuition rate annually on the basis of
their projected budget..."
List-on said that the tuition
rate was set at the beginning of
last July and that, according to the
handbook, it should not be
changed until this summer.
Student Body President Michael Desmarais and Vice President Chris Sterndale spoke about
the tuition hike Wednesday on a
WUNH radio forum. Desmarais
said that the trustees warned of a
possible tuition increase last semester and that "giving that notice covered their butts."
Desmarais said that when
students registered in January,
they agreed to the possible tuition raise.
Gamble said that expecting
students to raise an extra $300
with only a few months notice
was expecting too much.
The Student Senate sent out
letters last fall urging students to
protest the cuts by writing to their
representatives. They also
planned a Pro-Education Rally,

which was held in Concord in
February when the state legislature was deciding whether to cut
the USNH budget. Desmarais also
said that during this time, he and
Sterndale talked with state officials about trying to prevent the
cuts.
The Student Senate is not
protesting the tuition hike or supporting any action to take the case
to court. Gamble said he felt the
Senate had given up.
The Board of Trustees can
handle state cuts in ways other
than raising tuition, said Gamble.
One area that could take cuts,
according to Lisbon, is the
Chancellor's office. Lisbon said
that the USNH Chancellor Claire
Van Ummerson makes close to
$40,000 more annually than New
Hampshire Governor Judd Gregg.
Lisbon said that many administrators have had large increases
in their salaries in the past five
years, and that cuts in these salaries would help USNH save
money.
Ten years ago, there was no
USNH, said Gamble. Decisions
were made in meetings between
the presidents of the three state
colleges. He suggested that going
back to that system would save
money.
Earlier this year, Dartmouth
College faced budget problems.
Lisbon said they reduced a possible tuition hike by eliminating
55 administrative positions.
Desmarais said the university
would be hurt if the tuition increase was repealed. The increase
will add $1.7 million to the USNH
budget. If students do not pay the
tuition increase, the university will
have to make cuts in programs.
Sterndale said that the university would have to resort to
eliminating entire services if the
tuition increase was successfully
repealed. There have been at least
four other times in the last decade
that the state has not come through
wi~h money for the university, said
Sterndale, and most programs
have already received all the cuts
they can take.
During the radio forum,
Gamble said Sterndale was exaggerating the budget problem, and
that although the budget would
be tight, it would be better than
raising the tuition in the middle of
·
the semester.
Taking USNH to court would
not be focusing on the real problem according to Desmarais who
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Mus ic mad nes s mak es-:move to mal l
By Joseph Caron

Don't you loathe shelling out
ten dollars for a new album and
then discovering you like only
threesongsonit? Haveyouslowly
worn a hole in your stereo console
where the fast forward button
used to be? Do you program your
CD player to skip as many songs
as it plays?
Maybe it's not a life-threatening crisis, but is is a bit annoying. On many prerecorded albums, we must fish around for
what we enjoy or ignore what we
don't. Aside from an occasional
loyalty, veryfewofusenj oyevery
cut from an LP. But finally, salvation has come for discriminating
music lovers.
It's called Personics. And,
like many great inventions, it has
taken two years to reach New
HampshirP from California. Personics is a revolutionary production system that creates high-quality, customized albums quickly
and with aesthetic flare. You
choose the songs: anything from
Aerosmith to Beethoven or The
CuretoDexterGo rdon. Your tape
is manufactured in minutes.
The closest Personics has
been in the Fox Run Mall's Record
Town since January. "It's really
had a positive effect on the store,"
an employee said, "It gets a lot of
kids in here."
Personics' simplicity makes
it very user friendly. Start with a
catalogueofavail ablesongswhich
is free and in the store. Then, go to
the listening console and sample
the songs in ten second clips. (The
songs are stored on computer
disk). Next, write your choices on
an order form and give it to any

store employee. He or she will
then type your choices into an
intriguing, intimidating machine,
which looks like a combination
recording studio and print shop.
Out comes a shiny new cassette and a case, with your chosen
title laser-printed all over.
Each song costs between $.50
and $1.50. In addition, there is a
tape charge, whichisaround$ 1.00
depending on the length of cassette you need. All tapes are TDK
SA' s, and the recording process
from computer to cassette is 97%
flawless, according to Record
Town.
''The most convenient thing
is that people can have it done
right away," the store clerk said.
"The tape records eight times
faster than normal speed, so you
can have lunch and then come
back to pick it up."
A Personics customer also
praised the system: ''The songs
are much cheaper than singles.
The tapes have the quality of prerecorded releases, so why buy the
whole album?"
Still another customer said,
"I try to record my favorite songs
off of the radio, but they usually
get messed up somehow. Now I
can pick the songs I like and take
them home."
The Personics catalog is
chopped into 13 sections: blues,
rock/ pop, soul, new age, world
beat, etc. Also, an extensive sound
effects library, with everything
from clucking chickens to dentist
drills, provides some bizarre comic
relief.
Unfortunately, even a silver
lining like Personics has a couple
of clouds, or at least some fog.

House elevate s E.P.A.
to Cabine t level
Washington - The House of Representatives voted
overwhelmingly Wednesdaytoaf tertotheCabinet by
creating a Department of Environmental Protection.
President bush supports residing the status of the
Environmental Protection Agency, a move that would
give its head the rank of Secretary, but he opposes a
provision of the legislation adopted that would require as major reorganization and expansion of the
agency.

Furor over art
exhibit in Cincinn ati
Cincinnati -An exhibit of photographs that ignited a
ferocious debate last summer over Federal financing
of sexually explicit art is headed for Cincinnati, a city
that casts itself as a bulwark in the war against pornography. Local law-enforcement officials and anti-pornography groups have risen up against the exhibit, a
retrospective of Robert Mapplethorpe photographs,
which includes sexually oriented and homoerotic
images.

Pick a song, any song. Technology hits New Hampshire. (Photo, Ed Sawyer)

Because of limited disk space and
copyrights, the song menu isn't
exhaustive. Personics adds about
300 songs a month, but has only
halfoftheirprom ised 15,000available.
"None of the Beatles songs
are on it because Michael Jackson
(who owns the rights) won't give
permission," Record Town said.
Many other prominent artists are
either ignored or given light exposure.
Another complication of Per-

sonics system is that many minors
use it to skirt the age requirement
for "explicit" lyrics. They place
songs from restricted albums onto
Personics cassettes and are not
carded for them.
"People choose so many
songs every day. Unless we take
the time to check every song, we
don't know if it's restricted or not.
So we don't usually card kids who
use the Personics system," the
store clerk said.
Good or bad, Personics is

thriving in almost 200 retail stores
across the nation, mostly in California and the New York City area.
A scary thought for the music
executives: if systems like Personics can fashion a competitive alternative to pre-recorded tracks, what
will become of the established
album selling industry? With
Personics, good taste and i:reativ-

FCC tilt to minorit ies
weighe d by high court

Bush threate ns to veto
child-ca re measur e

Washington - The Supreme Court heard arguments
Wednesday on whether the constitution permits the Federal Government to favor blacks and other minority
members in the awarding of licenses to operate radio and
television stations. The two cases, involving separate
challenges to policies of the Federal Communication
Commission, have wide ramifications for all Government
affirmative action programs.

Washington - The House of Representatives Wednesday found more obstacles in the path of its $27 billion
child-care package as the White House issued veto
threats while Republicans and conservative Democrats called the legislation too expensive. One day after
unveiling the compromise bill, which untied two groups
of warring Democrats, the leadership struggled to hold
together its coalition as the Republican launched their
assault and some Democrats privately criticized House
Speaker Thomas S. Foley's handling of the bill.

Genes that curb
cancer reporte d
Daytona Beach, Fla. - Scientists are finding a new class of
genes that inhibit the ability of cancer to spread throughout
the body. Three or possibly four such genes have been
discovered in recent months, opening up new avenues fore

understanding cancer's deadliest characteristics. Dr. Patricia Steeg, a National Cancer Insitute researcher who recently discovered the first such gene said that her findings
should soon lead to ananti-bodytest. If positive, such a test
would signal the need for more aggressive therapy.

I

f'II can really spin.
11

Tranqu ilizers revive
vegetat ive patient
Madison, Wis. (AP) - Medical specialists expressed
puzzlement Wednesday at reports that tranquilizers
revived a man who had spent eight years in a vegetative state. 'This is so bizarre," Dr. Catherine Bontke of
the Institute for Rehabilitation and Research in Houston said in a telephone interview. the patient,a former
airline pilot, was injured in a car accident 10 years ago.
He was in a coma fro about three months, then improved, but lapsed into a vegetative state about eight
years ago, said Dr. Andres Kanner, a University of
Wisconsin neurologist. The man was injected with
valiurn during a routine dental procedure and awoke
to consciousness for several hours thereafter.
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Tw o tick ets joi n stu den t sen ate rac e
Dalto n and Varney will
work with admi nistr ation
By Sandy Cutshall
UNH students Bill Dalton
and Kim Varney have decided to
throw their hats into the ring in
the election for the 1990-91 University of New Hampshire Student Body President and Vice
President, respectively. The Dalton-Varney ticket was officially
announced on Wednesday.
The team stresses that, if
elected, they plan to work closely
with the administratio n to serve
student needs and interests, particularlyin light of the budget cuts.
They will also place more emphasi.s upon women's safety issues
and student involvement in relevant decision making in Concord.
"We are students, not politicians," said Dalton. ''We want to
do what the students want and
with the continuing budget cuts,
it is definitely necessary to see
that student services at the university are protected."
Varney listed some of the
important services they are concerned about, including Health
Education/Se rvices, the Sexual
Harassment and Rape Prevention
Program (SHARPP), the TASK
Center, Internationa l Student
Services and the Honors Program.
"We'd rather see student
services remain in place than unnecessary administratio n positions and high salaries," she said.
''The first thing we would do
in office is to sit down with the ad-

Spar tichin o, Krau se for stude nt powe r
By Stacy Grugnale
conjunction to stop the billing
Using the slogan "students process and refund those students
empowering students", Randy whohavealre adypaid(the$ 300)."
Spartichino and Miranda Krause
Spartichino said that his basic
yesterday announced their candi- concern is that the state is not
dacy to run for Student Body Presi- properly funding the university,
dent and Student Body Vice Presi- and he believes there is enough
dent, respectively.
;nor:iey in the budget to do · so.
Spartichino, who organized
''There is a pattern of the state not
last year's "Brc ther Peace" and is being concerned withed ucation,"
the former coordinator for the he said.
Committee in Central America
''The (university) administraand advisor for the Black Student tion is a puppet of the state," said
Union, said that the main focus of Spartichino. He said that the
their ticket is "working to em- administratio n is quick to take
power students."
money from students without
''We want to make the students looking elsewhere.
realizethatth eyhaveasmu chsay
Krause, a sophomore honors
in parking, tuition, and classes as
program student and active
the administratio n," Spartichino member of Chi Omega sorority,
said. ''The students are the most said that they plan to do somepowerful and are made to believe thing about the money situation.
they are the least."
"We want to get money for us,
A main focus of their cam- instead of getting it taken away
paign will be the tuition hike, said
from us, "she said. "In a nutshell,
Spartichino. "We are in the midst we plan to look at the overall
of litigation against the univer- budget and find out what's going
sity," he said. ''We're suing for on."
breach of contract and filing a

that they are the only candidates
that are protesting the tuition hike.
Another main issue of their
concern is the diversity problem
at UNH. ''The lack of diversity is
poisoning attitudes on this campus," said Spartichino. He said
that they support Carmen Buford's
proposal for a diversity center, and
they will also be looking into other
ways to increase diversity.
The diversity issue "goes hand
in hand with workingtoem power
students," said Spartichino. "Once
students find out they have power,
they'll want to make this a healthier campus." According to Spartichino, a healthier campus is a
more diverse campus.
Another issue of concern for
the Spartichino /Krause ticket is
the Greek System. "I'm definitely
an advocateofit ," said Krause. "I
believe that it encourages campus
involvement and academic excellence," she said. Spartichino said
that he feels the Greek System is

ministration .a nd prioritize," said
Dalton. Cutting vital student services is not a solution to the financial problems at the university,
according to Dalton.
Dalton and Varney feel
strongly that while keeping programs like SHARPP in place, still
further attention should be paid
to campus safety issues.
"Women's safety needs to be
an issue all the time, not just when
there is a 'stranger rape' publicized," said Varney. ''Date rapes
make up 90 to 95 percent of all
rapes." She said that both the university and the town of Durham
had pledged to improve lighting,
but that she did not see the results.
"Durham is a small college
town and no one should feel the
same here as they would walking
down the streets in Boston," Varney said. She suggested that financial support for the police
department to strengthen the
escort service was needed, as well
as increased support for SHARPP.
Dalton agreed, adding that
he saw safety not just an issue but
as a problem which required attention.
Dalton and Varney also advocate the establishmen t of a new
student fobbyist position in Concord to represent student interests
as decisions are being made.
"We want to be pro-active,
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Kim Varney and Bill Dalton want to work with the administratio n to
make important changes (Ben Frazier, photo).
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Free-trade talks set off
6 held in Britain to
debate in Mexico
send atom gear to Iraq
Washington (AP) - Six people were arrested in
Britain yesterday in what American and British officials said was an attempt to smuggle electronic devices
used to trigger nuclear weapons to Iraq. Electronic
equipment that has military uses was also seized in
Britain yesterday, the officials said. The moves capped
an 18-month undercover investigation.

Standoff in Lithuania
Vilinus, Lithuania -The Kremlin's decision to
try to draw a veil over Lithuania;s independence crisis
by ridding the republic of foreign journalists amounts
to a tribute to the increasingly fragile presidency of
Vytautas Landsbergis. It showed the depth of President Mikhail S. Gorbachev' s sensitivity to the notoriety
that has accrued over his handling of the crisis. It also
suggested that Mr. Landsbergis might be at least be
holding his own within his odd little of public relations
monologues that keeps him going through one uncertain day after another.

Mexico city- In a break with the policy of economic
nationalism that has prevailed here since the Mexican
Revolution of 1910, President Carlos Salinas de Gortari has
agreed to consider negotiations for a free-trade agreement
with the United States. The move represents a huge political gamble and has prompted a spirited public debate.

Contras reported
back in Nicaragua
Yamales, Honduras - In their camps here in the
steep green hills along the border in Honduras, Nicaraguan rebels say most of their fighters have quietly slipped
back into Nicaragua and that each day more and more
young men with automatic rifles are following. The rebels
say their objective is to insure that the ruling Sandinista
Front of President Daniel Ortega Saavedra turns over
power on April 25th to the newly elected government of
Violeta Barrios de Chamorro.

Rights falter as
Brazil fights inflation
Rio de Janeiro - As the Brazilian police detain
bankers, shopkeepers and journalists on charges of
"economic crimes," Brazilian lawyers have charged
that civil liberties are among the first casualties of the
nation's war against inflation. In the last 10 days, the
police have arrested about 30 people engaged in business, keeping many in jail without bail and without
formal charges. Brazil's new President, Fernando
Collar de Mello, has said the tough tactics are needed
to bring down Brazil's inflation rate, which hit 2,700
percent in the 12-month period that ended last February.

Votes and threats of
violence in Zimbabwe
Mutare, Zimbabwe - As Zimbabwe's third
elections got under way on Wednesday, hundreds of
citizen's waiting patiently to cast their ballots gave
little indication of the violence and intimidation that
has marked the campaign. Violence and voter harassment were expected in Mutare, the political stronghold of the opposition presidential candidate, Edgar
Tekere, who is attempting to thwart the drive toward
a one-apart state by President Robert Mugabe's party,
the Zimbabwe African National Union-Patriotic Front
(Zanu-P.F.). No incidents were reported, however.

is looking for a

CIRCULATION
MANAGER
applications available in Room 110B, MUB
application deadline is April 11th
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By Neal McCarthy

As studehts across the country fill out financial aid papers in
hopes of attaining funds to continue their education, they will
also be signing an embedded
clause within the pages, By signihg, the students promise they will
not use or sell drugs, confirmed
Richard Craig, UNH director of
financial aid,
For the ~cond year, student!i
receiving Pell grants from the
federal government are subject to
thi clause as a result of the Drugfree Workplace Act of 1988. According to an arlkle in Tiu! lfostorl
Globe, if students are found m
vioiaHon of this clause, they are
subject to a $10,000 fine and a. jail
term for making false statements
to get federal money.
Craig said approximately
1300 students enrolled at UNH
are recipients of Pell grants. Ac-
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By Kerry J. Forl:ler

The rape vktim sat in the
court, her head held low. Hor
father protectively put his arm
around her, knowing hecou1d not
ease her pain. Five feet away sat
the two fraternity men who had
violently raped her; both were
awaiHng sentence from the Honorable Judge Joseph Nadeau. The
courtroom became dead silent as
both judge and jury read aloud
these young mert; s fates.
This was the scene of the
''Mock Trial II· Gang Rape - The
Selntente I-tearing" seHn thE! Granite State room this past Wednesday evening.
The hearing examined the
is~ues of multiple perpetrators;
alcohol consum pHonand acquaintance rape, It was the second part
of the mock trial which took place
last spring at UNH, The event,
presented by the Sexua.l Harassment and Rape Prevention Program (SHARPP), the Greek
Advisor's office and the Residential Programming office, was held
to raise awareness of the problem
of gang tape on the UNH campus
and at other universities.
''Sexual as11ault is a concern
on our campus," says Greek
Advisor Mike Sciola, there is substantial "likelihood of gang rape
in the college environment/'
The script of the mock trlal
production was created by
SHARPP. They used a combination of gang rape incidences that
have occurred on the UNH campus to create the ~cl:!nario, Actors,
chosen by Dr, Betty Vreeman of
the Department of Theater and

cording to Craig, a grant tan rnnge
anywhernfrom$50to$2300, which
Julianne Marley, president of the
US Students' Association, said
''often means the difference between goirtg to school and not
going to school.''
However, there are objedions
to the clause. Critics say the pledge
is an invasioh of privacy and discriminates against low-income
families, according to The Globe
Craig confirmed that Pell
grants are typically targetE!d to•
ward slow-middle income student
families, The grants are not based
on the students' grade point average, Crrug said. Rather, they're
based on financial need.
According to The Globe, this
policy is discriminatory because
poorer students depend on the
finandal aid, while wealthier students can avoid the process.
Craig looks at the da use as

I
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the federal government using a.
program (Fimtrtdal Aid) as an
attempt to change an unrelated
issue or problem area. Cra.ig said
that Congress is struggling to find
something to solve the drug problem1 and the dause should accomplish 'some' good.
Craig noted tfalt this daU!!e is
not the first of its kind. He cited
da rnms in the past that were linked
to Selective Service registration
and an anti-violence clause in the
late 1960s and early 1970s.
"It's something that comes up
from time to timE! because of a
pressing issue,'' said Craig,
According to The Globe, the
measure seems to have gained
acceptance as a moderately effective device for sendmg students
an antidrug message, As yet, no
student has had his or her aid
taken away or been prosecuted
for violating the pledge.

June lHun
Study itt Aua•burc

German

Mily 14-July 31
Heb w tudy ln Israel
May21-Jun 13
1don I - Jura 4 to July 6
Se111on

II - July 9 to Auau•t 10

Information, catalog and application:

B nd i Uni

ity umm r cho I
P.O. Box 9110 Wl Ith m, MA 02254-9110
(617) 736 424

Don'tJ

l

t

k mart

A tit!
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Dance, played various roles in the
court scenario. The actors were
given a ~cript to follow, but their
role was to convey the general
attitudes about each character.
In the precluding mock trial,
bolh men were found guilty of
sexttal assault against plaintiff
Shari Santin (portrayed by Patricia Walsh). Michael Pitten (portrayed by Marty Goodman) was
charged with a class A felorty of
aggravated felonious sexual as..
sault. Tim &nner (portrayed by
Alan Brooks) was charged with a
class B felony of felonious sexual
assault.
The defendants; plaintiff and
various witnesses from each side
were called to the stand to give the
jury of UNH faculty, staff and
shidents, a dear picture of the
scenario. The prosecuting and
defense attomeyl5 each tried tc,
convince the jury what type of
sentence they felt would be fair to
their prospective diE!nts.
Defen e attorney Judy
Hotham from the Concord Public
Defender's offke, pleaded to the
jury to "put aside your outrage''
and find it in their hearts to give
Pitten and Banner a chance. She
added that if they are imprisoned
then a me sage is sent out that;
"they are not worth the time and
effort. They are throw-away
people."
On the other side, Strafford
County District Attorney Lincoln
SoldaH acted as prosecuting attorney and paced in front of the jury
urging them not to put aside their
outrage. Soldati continued in his

Got a Ii t of omplaint ?
Writ a 1 tt rt th
ditor.

angered fury saying that putting
aside the outrage is sending out a
message that ' 1rape on this campus is okay.''
Closing his argument he said,
''It is time for you (the jury) to
deliver the message. The message
ought to be that society is not going
to tolerate violence against
women. Let her (SanHn) know
that this society cares about her.''
Two juries deliberated, one
openly and the other secretly.
Within theopendelibetaHon, there
were many mixed feelings about
the final Sentence. One woman
felt that the maximum sentence
should be enforced and if the defendants want to help with community awareness, a video from
the jail cell would be most effective in preventing further rapes,
After the Jtiries delivered their
sentences, the judge gave his final
decision. For Pitten: 2-4 years in
state prison, 120 hoursofcotnmurtity service, a 5 year probation
period and providing education
services for incoming freshmen at
the university. For Banrter: 1 year
in the Hotise of Correction, 120
hours of community servke, a. 5
year probation period, alcoholic
rehabilitation, and providing
education services to incoming
freshman,
The sponsors were. trying to
crE!ate art awareness to ~how that
rape is a severe crime that calls for
a severe punishment. The trial will
be made mto an educaHonal tape
that will be used at various univetsiHes and for training counselors of rape victims.
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What's your problem?

"LIBERALS"

"Lemon baked crumbcod"

"The lack of funding for the New .
Hampshire education system."

''Everyone elses problems."

John Andriola
Senior
Economics ·

Patric Murphy
Junior
English

Andr~a Tardif
Senior
Medical Tecnology ·

Jennifer Militello
Freshman .
English

·

The New Hampshire .
~ - {.is looking for a

Ii

·Business .Manager
• ·great business experience

• looks good on a resume~ · ·

• compensated position
· applications and more information available
in room 110B, 'MUB
Application Deadline: April 11th
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By April Treshinsky Jacobs
·
Keene State College and Ply: mouth State College, both part of
the University System of New
Hampshire, are experiencing a rise
' in tuition rates. J3ut New Hampshire public institutions are not
alone in the fight against ·budget
cuts. The University of Lowell is
also experiencing a retroactive
tuition hike. .
Both . Keene State and Plymouth State students who are
residentsofNewHampshiremust
pay an additional one hundred
and fifty dollars for the Spring
semester. University .of Lowell
out-of-state students faced a tui- tion hike of $485 for this semester
and will pay an additional $541 in
the fall of 1990.
·
Accord1ng to Eric Bloomen. thal, director of Accounts Receiv.: able at University of Lowell, the
U. Lowell hike, which went into

,.···

.·

effect on March 9, was based on a
decision made by .the state legislature.
Bloomenthal also said that
students did not have any chance
to rally against the hike because
there was "a pretty quick turnaround."
Plymouth State College Dean
of Student Affairs Dick Hage said
that although there has been no
direct response from students, he
did meet with students to discuss
and explain the tuition hike.
Hage also said that the student senateatPlymouth was helpful in conveying the message to
the legislature that finances are a
problem within the system.
Concerning the overall rise
in tuition rates, Hage no.t ed that
students seem to be aware that
there are sacrifices to be made if
Plymouth is to maintain their
quality of education.

Peep, peep .

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard STUDENT SERVICES
Credit Cards?
, P.O. BOX 224026 HOU YWOOD.
.

N o w You ca n have l wo a, !he m o st recog nized an acce pted c redit
cards,,.. the world ... v1sa• and MasterCarc:19 credit c ards._ " In your
name" EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN CREDIT o, HAVE .BEEN

TURNED DOWN BEFORe

,..,

~,Ii ,
,, c;

TUITION
continued fro~ page 1
said, "the fight should be with the Therallywillhopefullybea "cata:
state."
· lyst", fo get students interested in
_
Desmarais pointed out the opposing the increase, Gamble '
f lack of support the state has given said.
·:-; education.The tuition was raised
Lisbon said that petitions
~ beca~se the state cut the educa- against the tuition increase have
. l t.!on budget. The state is thtr prob- · been posted and passed around
-~!:s~ ~ms; n6t USN!th ;- ~cam.'pus~ ana . that ·stude:nf~,r,~nd ·· ,.
1r] 2: .. To deal Witn the problem, DesfactiJty have signed them: Alumni
marais encouraged students to be- have been asked to write letters to
--} c~me active in supporting candi- the administration opposing the
_d·ates for state legislature who are . increase.
willing to support education.
Students who do not pay the
, ''That's where we'll start to make $300 increase will not be able to
a-change," said Desmarais~
preregister for next fall's classes,
Gamble said that he hopes stu- Lisbon said. If enough students
dents will become more active in don't pay the increase, Lisbon is
·fighting the tuit~on increase. A · hoping that the university will be
rally has been ·planned through forced to allo"Y them to preregis.the Debate Society on T-Halllawn ter anyway. But, he stresses, the
· on April 5, from 12:30-2;00 p.m. keytothatisstudentinvolvement.
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ENTERTAINMENT• EMERG ENCY CASH
• TICKETS• RESTAURANTS
• HOTELS • GAS * CAR RENTAL S
• REPAIRS • ANO TO BUI LD
YOUR CREDIT RATING!

GUARANTEED!
GOLD CARD
VISA/MASTERCARD

FL 33022
. I

I want VISA0 / MasterCa rcl" :
credit ca!ds. En_cloeed llnd S15.00 which ia I
1ClO'I, retundeble ,t not appro ved Immediately.

.

VlSA" and MasterCard" the cred it carda

-• DE PAR TMENT STORES * •TUITION

.

YES!

<'• •' ,ou desen,e and need tor • 10 • BOOKS

,JJ 6 0* ~"'c; <'
.,9° •
6

'" ._-,t

-

NAME

I

-

-

- - --,

ADDRESS

CITY

-- . - · -

- -

STATE

ZIP

Sat & Sun Mat. l :00. 2:40

all do s o to heaven
Sat & Sun Mat 4:30;

All Eves 6:45, 8:50

'War of tfte 1?J]ses
f~fl:Jl.._li.tl~ Michael Douglas
Kathleen Turner

PHONE•

Ofl MONEY IACK
SOC SECURITY •
ApprOYal abaotutely
9uaranteed90 Hu rry .. lill I - - out thl• card loday . I SIG NATU RE
Your credit cards are waitmgf

- - -- - '

L _ I t ii,a:i, I l·N·IEi 1 3•1 11:J•j ii•l•i ,.

ENJOY
THE
REWARDSOF
RESEARCH:
If you plan to start a research career upon
graduation, start your job search a:t Tufts
University, Boston Campus. Tufts'
Boston Campus-is-comprised of the
Medical, Dental, and Veterinary Schqol!:I,
the Sackler School of Biomedical
Sciences, and the U.S.D.A. Human
· Nutrition Research Center on Aging. We
have an ongoing need for science
graduates in a variety of exciting medical
science research areas including:
Biochemistry, Pathology, Anatomy and
Cellular Biology, ·Molecular Biol9gy,
Physiology,. and Neuroscience.
·
Tufts offers an excellent salary and
benefits package including tuition
assistance. For details, call or write to
Tufts University, Ilene Granstein, 200
Hardson Avenue, Boston, MA 02111,
-(617) 9'i i6-6600. An Affirmative Action/
Equal Opportunity- Employer.

/ '. l,11

J?anp.y D~Vito ·
Sat & Sun Mat. 12:45,2:30, 4:40;
All Eves 7:05, 9:65

Look Who's Talking
John Travolta

Kirstie Alley

(PG-13)

Sat & Sun Mat 4:45; All eves. 6:55, 8:55

BAD INFLUENCE
R- Lw
.

-

I
I
I

GUARANTEED ISSUE

, ~~~-'s"?~

Spring, Spring, Spring.

1

TUFTS ··•·.
UNIVERSITY
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c..-· SUMMER JOBS
Fear and
Loathing

in New
·England
By Kathy Haley
It seemed ironic as Spring Break began and I entered the fascist
state of Connecticut; where radar detectors are illegal, seatbelts required, speed limits under 55 mph, and alcohol unavailable on
Sundays or after 8 p.m.;-that I was going there to see the Grateful
Dead.
, One thing that has always impressed me when I go to shows is
the possibility of experiencing a completely open market and free
community despite the laws and forces that usually govern society.
Food, beer and drugs can be freely bought, sold and used.
People take responsibility for their own actions, stay out of other
people's business, and lookout for each other when things get bad.
To see such a _wonderful spectacle occur in such a controlled state
would be wonderful. I couldn't wait.
Aslentered themuddyparkindowntownHartford wherethe
deadheads were gathered before the show, I realized this weekend
would not be as I had envisioned. I watched a man in a hooded
sweatshirt stop a guy who was walking around and tell him how
'
much he liked the t-shirt the guy was holding.
"Would you sell it to me?" he asked the grinning deadhead.
Being the beginning of the two-day gathering, and ready to make
a profit, the guy agreed to sell the shirt and a price of $12 was set.
"So you'd sell that to _me for 12 bucks?" the man asked as he
_reached for his wallet;
"Yeah, sure!" The guy was really grinning by this time.
"NO VENDING IN THE -PARK," the man snapped as he
flipped open a badge in the guy's face. He snatched the shirt from
. the guy and walked away to join his partner who carried a trash bag
bulging with shirts.
Welcome to Connecticut.
Actually, I can't blame it on the Constitution State. (Funny,
isn't it? The very state that is nicknamed for our sacred document
of liberty dares to stomp all over it at every opportunity.)
It happens everywhere. I entered the offices of The New
Hampshire yesterday morning with this column completely written; it went on to tell of the other injustices that I suffered and
witnessed in Hartford. When I picked up the Manchester Union
Leader, however, I realized that even in New Hampshire, where we
boast that we would choose death over loss of liberty, injustice
abounds.
An article in the Union Leader listed eight people in the Dover
area who had been arrested on drug charges after a six-month
police investigation. A total of a quarter pound of marijuana, two
Chevy pickup trucks and a Mercury Capri was seized in the bust,
according to the article.
A little arithmetic will show that the police seized an average
of a half ounce of pot from each of these people. That isn't very
much. These people do not seem to me like drug lords forcing crack
into the mouths of small children, yet three of them (who have not
yet had the privilege of a fair trial) are left without vehicles.
The little inconveniences of a search warrant or probable cause
have been replaced by a flimsy notion-that the officer must simply
"act in good faith." The seizure of vehicles, houses and other possessions, long before guilt is proven, becomes easier and more
common every day.
Americans watch in awe as freedom comes to fa}stern Europe,
but at home they cheer for the "War on Drugs," rant about gun
control, and stand by while a woman's right to choose slips away.
While we were driving through Massachusetts on the way to
Hartford, I saw a billboard that carried a public service message
paid for by the billboard's owner. It said '1t is much easier to obtain
freedom than it is to preserve it."
Let's think about that.

Kathy Haley, News Editor for The New Hampshire, currently resides in Newmarket where she breeds Doberman Pinschers. She is known
as an avid reader, a relentless drinker and a good hand with a .44 magnum.

TASk Tip of the Week

March 30th

Read Actively: underline, as~ yourself questions,
summarize or use any other study aids which help
you concentrate, understand, and remember better.

Over 50,000 summer job
openings at Resorts, . Camps,
Amusement Parks, Hoteis,
National Parks, Businesses,
Cruise Lines, Ranches and more
in the U.S., Canada, Australia,
& 20 other coW1tries. Complete
Directory only &19.95. Don't
wait till after finals. Send to
Swnmer Jobs, Drawer 38039,
Colorado Springs, CO. 80937

A GREAT ·V ALUE YOU CAN AFFORD!!'~
ATTACHED HOME IN
OYSTER RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT
$72,500
FOR
.,\I h,,.
This unit will not last long. Consider the following:
• Country setting 4 miles to UNH
• 2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths with full basement
• 8. 9% financing for 30 years
• Potential for 100% financing for qualified buyers
• Estimated monthly payments of under $800 including
condo fees ($80/mo and taxes $150/mo).

Contact : µurham Realty Group 1~603) 868-662

Got a list of Complaints?
Write a letter to the
Editor.

THmARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left .
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule, .
not the exceptio'n. The gold bar
on the.right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
.
Clifton, NJ 07015. _

ARMY NURSE CORPs.-aE ALLYOU CAN BE.
- - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

rrry.it,
you'[{

{ikg, it.
Dynasty II Chinese
Restaurant
Mill Road Plaza
Durham, NH
862~1-2 00

,
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1
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The Smart

DID YOU KNOW?

• You can attend a concert performance
in Budapest for as little as 50¢
• One of the friendliest B &B's in Scotland
··
only costs £4.50 a night
• Breakfast can be FREE in Las Vegas
• There's an all-you-can-eat luncheon in
Honolulu for under $4
• You can ride a loaned bike FREE in Turin
Whether you're crossing the USA, touring . • There are untouristed, unspoiled
beaches and ruins near tlie Yucatan's
Mexico, or venturing to Europe, you see
most popular resorts
the most fascinating .sites and get the

Way to See
More and
Spend Less

most from your dollar with today 's best... and much much more!
selling budget travel series. LET'S GO
t~kes you off the beaten path, "away from .____ _ __
the clutter and crowds" (fiouston Post).
"Value-packed, unbeatable, accurate ~nd
comprehensive!' -Los Angeles Times

HARVARD STUDENT AGENCIES, .INC.
Eleven guides revised and updated every year!

This will remain the only part of Glory D~e students may enjoy until an expanded liquor lie.ens'" 1:c:
granted to the local watering hole (Blaise Masse, photo).
\

\
ting permission from the town for Plaza is less. than 200 feet from a ·
By Elyse Decker
The long wait for the opening entertainment, dancing and mu- ,, residential area.
Ralph Freedman, the Town
of the new Glory Daze extension sic. An unidentified official said, ·
r, said the residendo
to
Administrato
nothing
has
problem
''The
LiqState
the
to
will continue due
tial rule was changed onFebruary
uor Com~ission' s persistent re- with the sale of alcohol,"'
Clark's problems do not end 5, 1990. He said the responsibility
fusal to grant the restaurant an
the State office. Even if a now lies with the planning board
with
expansi,o n liquor license.
is granted, the expansion to decide if the restaurant will have
license
opening
The official grand
was originally scheduled for the is in violation of the town of anegativei~p acton the surround- ·
Wednesday before spring break. Durham's zoning ordinance that ing area.
Clark contends that the ordiA band had been hired for ·the prohibits businesses to sell alcois in violation of anti-trust
existing
an
nance
of
feet
200
within
hol
been
had
signs
the
event .and
p~st~d:.· But, on· Tuesday after~ r _business that sells alcohol. . Glqry . laws that encou.rage competition ·,.
noon, the Liquor Commissioner Daze is almost next door to Nick's. and free enterprise. He said the
Fifteen years ago, the town larger establishments are given
dropped by the Main Street establishment to inform owner Doug attempted to restrict the number preferential treatment while the
Clark that the promised liquor of bars opening in the downtown smaller businesses are working
area. The result was the ordinance overtime to comply with the
license had been d~nied.
that dealt with the location of the town's standards.
the
with
ahead
went
"We
Clark is losing money every
renovations and leased the space bars. In addition to this rule, bars
that the expansion remains
day
feet
200
than
more
be
also
for the expansion ~1nd they came ' must
The manager, Kim Brenempty.
more
and
area
residential
a
from
in to tell us they changed their
people stop by every day
said
nan,
church.
a
from
feet
250
than
they
calls
phone
of
minds because
are opened yet. "This
they
if
see
to
did
Clark said the Council
had been receiving," said Clark, a
hurts our business,
thing
whole
and
ordinance
the
research
not
lifelong resident of Durham.
sicf of waitgetting
are
people
the
on
have
would
it
effect
the
The Liquor Commissione r
next
Clark's
ing."
he
said
He
business.
restaurant
continue
would
he
told Clark~hat
lettera
launch
to
be
action-will
to
been
to fight to get a license granted. believes the result has
cam-As 9f yesterday, Clark was still preserve existing establishments writing and phone-calling
the
and
state
the
both
to
paign
.
compepossible
eliminate
to
and
·
waiting to hear.
town. He said they have a strong
According to the administra- tition.
Spot zoning is another one of corps of regulars who will be willtive office -of the State Liquor
complaints. Dynasty II, ing to take part in the attack.
Clark's
Commissioner, Glory Daze was
restaurant in. Durham
new
the
.
getproblems
of
denied because

Stop by Rm. 151 in the
MUB for more info.
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$295each
You select from our 7
delicious

Orient Express

I

1

I
I
I'

:~-~!:~!_J.
L_~t:~~
Meet our chef
directly from Peking
Cocktails - Exotic Drinks
Take out

60 Main St. Downtown Durha
868-1221

with this coupon. Expires April 16. 1990

one special per coupon

&Alaska

$12.95 each (USA and Europe, $13.95 each)

Sf.MAmN'SPRE~

Lic ens e,dela ys Glo ry Daz e

The New
Hampshire is
always looking
for good ,
reporters

USA• Europe• Mexico• Britain & Ireland
• France• Italy• Greec·e • Israel & Egypt
• Spain, Portµgal & Morocco • California &
Hawaii• Pacific Northwest, Western Canada
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SPARTICHINO
continued frqm page 3
the "vanguard for a healthy cam- part-time for two years, has "voice and . passion of students
pus community."
worked with the senate and other dwindle over the past three years"
Another issue of their con- student organizations in the past · and he wants to change that.
cern is the parking problem, said years. He has collaborated with
Krause said that although she
Spartichino. "We plan to push for Eve Goodman and Mike Sciola, _does not have much student oraction,,because parking isn't get- .. and he helped to set up the recent ganization experience at UNH,
ting.-any 1:>etter here," he said. mock rape trial.
she's been keeping up with· the
According to Spartichino, the uni"I want .to be-elected president issues and is ready to do someversity has been discouraging , because I care about the univer- thing about them. '1 have a strong
students from driving to campus, sity and, in partic1:1lar, about the voice ... and am experienced in
but hasmade no effort to increase student body," said Spartichino. dealing with all kinds of people,"
the Coast buses.
He said that ~me reason he is run- ·she said. "I know I'll do a good
Spartichino, a third-year so- ning for SBP is that he has seen the job."
phomore who attended UNH

DALTON
continued from page 3
not reactive," said Varney. She
spoke of this semester's rally
against the tuition hike as a misplaced ·attempt.after the fact. "It
was a great effort, but it was really
too late."
With thi_s new position, students would have a voice as legislation was being passed and not
after, Dalton explained.
Both candidates are confident
in their.abilities to fulfill the job requirements, as well as in their
success in working with one another.
"We come from different.
backgrounds, but think alike,"
.said Dalton. "We are in agreement on a lot of issues." He adds
that they hold the same views on
serving the needs of the students
first.

"It's a natural step for both of
us," he said of the decision to run.
"We both have held many different leadership roles at the university." Varney added that their experiences displayed a diver~ity
that they saw as an asset to their ·
ticket.
Dalton currently serves as a
student senator on the Commuter/ Greek council and is working on the Parking Appeals Board.
He is a three-year member of
Acacia fraternity, serving last year
as president. He has also been
involved with the Inter-Fraternity
Council'as a representative as well
as co-chairing the Presidents'
Council for the Greek system.
Varney's experience is
strongly based in the Student
Senate .where she has served for

three years. She was one of the
first freshman senators and helped
to found the Fresh Start Programs.
She also chairs the Health and
Hu~an Services Council and cochairs the Drug Advisory Committee.
Dalton said that in rio way is
theirs a 'Greek ticket' even though
much of his experience has been
related to the Greek system. He
~ees this ·experience as a part of
their diversity. Dalton said he
hopes all their experiences. will
create a strong combination to
work for students' needs.

INTERN
SHIPS
IN WASHINGTON, D.C.
WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO ·GET AHEAD?
WASIDNGTON CENTER INTERNSIDPS AND
ACADEMIC SEMINARS!!
Don't miss your chanre to take the lead on your future. There
will be an informational meeting on April 5, from 1-2 in room
314, and3:30-5 in room 208 of McConnell Hall If you cannot
make it stop by room 120 McConnell Hall for more
information. There are semester and summer internships
. available in ALL MAJORS, earning 12 to 16 credits.
Application deadline for Fall 90 internships will be April 16.
There are also two week academic seminars available in
·
summer and winter. This summer there will be special .
seminars offered entitled Communist States in Transition,
The Glohel Village. and Women as Leaders. Financial aid is
available

DON'T WAIT. UNTIL IT'S TOO LATE !!
Informational Meeting
April 5 * 1-2pm Room 314 -McConnell Hall
* 3:30-5pm Room 2_0 8-McConnell Hall
Internships available in all majors !!!! ·
One and Two Week Academic
Seminars available this summer !!!!
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NEWMARKET STORAGE
"Store Your Stuff With Us" Mini-Bins, outside and inside
vehicle storage.
S,PECIAL PRI-CE UNH
SUMMER STORAGE
11111 AVAILABLE
133 Exeter Rd. ~
Newmarket, NH
(603) 659-7959

-~

--

--

-
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turning
overa
new
leaf in
the
woods.

UNH artifacts to
,be displayed·. again
By Alyssa DeVito

A new a~raction is coming to
Durham. Thompson Hall will be
opening its doors to the public
when it introduces'the return of
the UNH museum.
The collection of artifacts, ·
tentatively entitled ''The Universityof New Hampshire Museum,"
will be of particular interest to the
.university, said secretary Carla
Curtis.
·
This display of 'university
memorabilia includes , ._Ben
Thompson's furniture, a textile collection of 19th and 20th century
clothing, paintings, trophies, and
early , departmental and office
equipment.
"It has been essentic;illy a very
quiet project for a year and a half
now," said UNH museum coordinator Dale Valena. "People have
seen glimpses-of it and have been
curious. Hopefully, it will be
greatly received when it is ready."
The collection actually began
as a museum dedicated by Phil
Wilcox which was located in five
rooms of the Field House during
the 1960s and '70s. From J966-71,
Wilcox worked on the c~llecti~n
by saving thing.s from being
thrown out and putting them on
display.
In 1974, curator Bob Varney
came to the museum. .Unfortunately; by this time money ran out
and the need for office space became crucial. The acquired pieces
Were then condensed into two
rooms.
The museum was forced to
close in 1977 and the artifacts went
into storage. In 1979, the collec-

tion was catalogued. But, said
Valena, "it was in a poor state for
close to ten years. The museum
was closed, but the · committee
remained active. They met
throughout those years to determine the future state of the assembly."
It wasn't until 1988 that
Valena was hired to catalogue,
clean and organize the items.
Money and space· then became
available.
The alumni classes of 1932
and 1958, in addition to other interested parties, have earmarked gift
money to be put towards the
museum. Also, due to the recent
restorations of Thompson Hall,
space has been alloca,ted for the
museum's arrival. ·
On the third floor of T-Hall, . ·
three rooms have been reserved
for the muse}lm's use.
Currently, the ·largest problem seems to be how to organize
the available ·space, according to
Valena. They are working on
having the rooms climate-con- .
trolled for protection of the artifacts.
The Alumni Ambassadors
havevolunteered their help in the
process and have been assembling,
shelving, and moving the pieces
for the display.
According to Valena, the collection is not related to that of the
Durham Historical Society.
"There is a· clear distinction
between the two. We' re trying not
to duplicate their efforts. This will
be identified as a history for the
university."

NORTHWOOD. Brand new
expansion Cape style homes on
11/2 to 2 acre lots. Other homes
available from $114,500.
1

.A..Call Lew Goodk ,
1!1!J'
at .
1!1!J'
Gayle Godzyk R.E.
669-0212 -

- -- - -

We re

Students will have access to some pieces of UNH's history in a new
university museum (Jen Flad, photo).

100% FINANCING FOR
. THOSE WHO QUALIFY!
$98,500 ·

-

The myard-winning restaurant at the New
England Center now has a new name:
the woods.
Walk into the woods and you'll discover
a new seasonal menu, a terrific 0unday
Brunch (named Best Brunch in New
Hampshire byNew Hampshire Profiles
magazine!), and delicious Sunset Specials;
served from 5:30-6:30 p.m.
In our wine bar, you can sample fine wines
by the glass from the most varied wine list
in the state. Sip your favorite beer or cocktail. Or nibble on tempting hms d'oeuvres
_and sandwiches.
So turn over a new leaf, and come see us
often. For rese.rvations, call (603) 862-2815.

s

t .. · .

restaurant and wine bar
A t
15

t 'h e
N e w
En g I a n d
C e n t e r
Strafford Avenue, Durham, NH

THE
GREEK .· GOD
jCONTESTj
-

·

.

to benefit the NCPCA

National Committee for the Prevention of Child Abuse

A competition between brothers on this campus to
capture the "Greek God'' title through their
_ well-rounded and _admirable personalities_
ALL ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND! .
P'lease come show your support
for the NCPCA!
Tickets may be purchased for $2.bO
from any Kappa Delta Sister

·••♦••·
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Brothers compete

-in benefit for kids
"Greek God" to be chosen
By Stephaine Dtieger

uca 1ona

'a •

Cameras and judges ready?
On Tuesday, April 3, UNH
will sport an array of handsome
and talented fraternity brothers as
they compete in the first-ever
"Greek God" contest in the Granit~ State room of the MUB.
Organized by the Kappa
Deltasorority, the upcoming event
will benefit the National Committee for the Prevention of Child
Abuse.
One man from each fraternity will compete fo:r the title of
"Greek God." Each sorority nominated three brothers from each
fraternity house as possible contestants. Each fraternity then voted
for their representive from the
thre€ chosen at their house.
The contestants will be judged

adiQ,

The Mixed Bag Show . . . .

,

·

Every Sunday Evening 8-10 p.m.
An Eclectic Music Program
Hosted by Paul Krusic & Rockin' Jake

GRADUATING
NURSING STUDENTS

::::::::

ii!

Congratulations' on job well done . soon you will graduate! Now,-,(here's a
great job waiting for you at a great institution: Wentworth-Douglass Hospital.
Located in the picturesque community of
Dover, on New Hampshire's Seacoast,
Wentworth-Douglass offers you the very
best. Here, you'll find a high quality
healthcare environment - and a high
quality oflife.
•
··In our'178 .. bed, acute-care facility, we utilize the latest technologies-in a full range
of areas, including neuro, vascular/
thoracic and laser surgeries, cardiac ,
catheterization, a state-designated
.
Level II Trauma Center and
a Level II Neonatal Nursery;

....::·

..

Wentworth-Douglass, nursing care is
paramount. We deliver the quality care
you learned about in school. From our 3
month Graduate Nurse Internship Pro. gram to monthly C.E.U.s and inservices, r
we're strongly committed to your continuing education. ·
Best of all Wentworth-Douglass puts you
in an a'rea where others can only vacation.
Our spectacular Seacoast location is
within easy reach of miles of coastline, ski
resorts, shopping outlets, theaters, and
metropolitan Boston and Portland.
Make your nursing career great with a great job at Wentworth.:
Douglass Hospital. For more · .
information, please call Mark Felici.

,·

in several categories, including
beachwear, personal originality,
and t~lent. A group of women
(one sister from each sorority),
will comprise the set of judges
who will select thFee finalists.
These finalists will be judged in
formal wear, then the "Greek
God" of 1990 will be chosen.
"Our sorority hopes to up
public relations, raise ino_ney for ·
our philanthropy, and make the
contest an annual event," said
Kappa Delta sister Kristin
Daniels.
According to Daniels, the
contest idea was proposed over a
year ago, butthefinal plansdidn't
go into effect until this year.
''Kappa Delta is doing a great
thing,'~ said Acacia contest~nt Bill
Dalton. ''They're raising money
in an original way and having
· fun with it."
Some people on campus,
however, aren't pleased with the
contest. "It's an.extremely sexist ·
activity," said Steve Roderick,
Scope president. ." If it were females, there would definitely be
people upset. Should anyone
really '!,e the 'God' of the campus?" Roderick said. "It is judging people on their looks rather
than on academic ability. The
way they are judging it is -s aying
a 'God' can be a brainless, cutsey
individual," he said.
'Fickets are $2 in advance at
. Kappa Delta, $3 at the door. The
sorority will also be selling tee
shirts, refreshments, and raffle
tickets for a grand prize trip to
Montreal, according to Daniels.
The turnout ·is expected . to be
about 460 students.
"I'd definitely consider
going," said sophomore Roberta
Gagnon. "It looks fun and interesting; and it's for a good cause."

Take
Photos for
the Ne\¥
·Hampshire
Stop
by _
Room
151
in the
., -MUB

WENTWORTH-DOUGLASS
H

0

s

T

A

789 Central Avenue, Dover, NH ·03820

.

1-8,00-543-: 7865
,'

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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"SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE'S"

D A N A

f A H V E Y,
Eddie Farrell is a con man.
He's out 0f luck,
out of time and out
of money.
But he'll be
ready when ...

Professor .uca.1c .uca.-Aey·s work in a UNH lab could save the anny
millions of dollars (Blaise Masse, photo).

-Pro f lead s war
.on rust for arm y
By Andrew Albright

Will we ever have cars that
won't rust? Not likely. But rust is
a serious concern for the army
these days, and UNH chemical
engineer Dale Barkey is helping to
stop it.
· Barkey, an associate professor who came to UNH in 1987, has
been a wardeq a three-year,
$135,000 grant by the U.S. Arrrfy
to develop a special kind of coati11g that would prevent rust. The
Army supplied him with a grant
because this product, if successfully developed, could save millions of dollars in corrosion damage on military equipment.
The new coating Barkey is
researching would stop rust in two
ways, by acting as a physical
barrier against rust (like paint does
on a car) and also by electro-chemically stopping the process that
creates rust.
Barkey said that this study of
conductive polymers is relatively
new and an "unusual application"
of polymer and chemical science.
The coating would only work
on certain materials and not on
the type of steel that most cars are
made of, Barkey said. However,
rust could be prevented on metals
such as aluminum. With estimates

of up to $20 billion dollars in corrosion damage, if even some rust .
could be stopped, lots of money
would be saved, according to the
office of College Engineering and
Sciences. ,
Barkey studied polymer science for his Masters degree and
has a PhD in electro-chemistry
from Berkley. Barkey said there
are only a few areas where this
combination of knowledge is useful and one of them is corrosion
study.
Barkey said he had been
"fooling around with conductive
polymers," and went looking for
grant money and found the U.S.
Army. The money depends on
how the research goes, but most
likely the total will be $135,000
over three years, Barkey said.
A discovery of this kind could
mean prestige for UN11 as an
academic institution. If a product
was developed, the government
would be able to use it for its own
benefit, according to the UNH
Research Office.
Barkey says that the research
is still in its early stages and is
"speculative." However, he also
knows that there will always be
rust.

OPPORTUNITY
In the world of cons...
Eddie's a pro. .

IMA~IN~ ~NT~RTAINM~NT Presents
ABMD mYIM~UDANDRI-GORDON WMPANY rroMon
film DANA wtmY "OPPORTUNITY KNOt~"
ADONAlD
TODD GMff 'JUUA tAMPB~ll an~ ROB~RT lOGGU
BMD GR~Y
Supervis~ui; B~tKY MANW~O an~ TIM ~moN
wni; Mlrtm KATUN &. NAT B~RN~T~IN
Produui MARK R. GORDON an~ tHRl~TOPH~R M~rnDANDRI Direc1~DONAlD mRrn
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is looking for a
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Business Manager
• great business experience . • looks good on a resume"
• compensated position
applications and more information available
·
·in room 110B, MUB
Application Deadline: April 11th

Spend an exciting sum~
in

Durham~•!····
~ork1_ng for
Hous1~g
and
Conferences

·. ~~.

rvw'\:i:.;Q:X.~.,...xr,,:t~

~=:?:
11/YVWYV>i

~•"<>:}\).•
lYvYV..W~.r~

i<.:-v,:,;,.,;;;,;,~-

:-eneral Laborer,
Office Personnel and
Supervisory Positions

available
Housing Provided · .

Pick up your applications at any of these
locations: Pettee House, UeA,C., Area
Community Desks, Forest _Park.
Applications due at the ·

Housing and Conferences
Office at Pettee House By
April 2, 1990

·I ✓ I

Stud ent Body Pres iden t I
Stud ent Body Vice ·Pres iden t
Elec tions

I ✓I

Is C ok e
Th e B es t?
~

~ M E E T ~·
•THE•
CA ND ID AT ES

~~;:;:

~~~~-

In a celebration of our new vend or
Coca-Cola, the CAT'S CLO SET in
the M.U.B. is havin g a contest:
In 50 word s or less, expla in
why Coke is the best.

Tak e the opp ortu nity to
Inee t and, que stio n the
can_d idat es fo·r Stu den t Bod y
Pre side nt and Stu den t Bod y
Vice Pre side nt.

'. II
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l~~~l~~lll-~li11l.1litft~ll8.~~00pml~~lWilliamson~Hall~~ll~~l

~ Rules:
[ 1. Ent1:"ies judged by Cat's Closet emplo yees.
2. Emplo yees of Cat's Closet and Dari Quayl e
·
not eligible.
§
3. Drop off your typed entry at Cat's Closet.
~
·4. Deadl ine April 15. Winne r annou nced Mayl.
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follo wing ·prize s:

·A. A NEW CD PLA YER

.

J~

B. Win ning entr y publ ished
iril'h e New Ham pshi re
I
lseco nd prize : 2 case s of Coca -Cola
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tery
J.P.38'sMain Ea
Street
868-7449
Fea turi ng:
• B-B-Q Roas t Beef Sand wich es
• Fresh Seafo od

• Hot & Cold Subs
• Salad s & lots more!
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SA FE .RI DE S
-Give us a callWe'll be ther e
for you.

/·'•:•···-:

····i•.·

!!Ii

Fri & Sat nights
10pm-2am
862-1414

from

BOSTON

LOMDOM
BERLIN .
MADRID

~EMMA

-ATHENS

~

.

.....

Wa tch for my
Apr il Sur pris e!
· at Durh am
Red
-Cross
Blood
·Driv e
'Apri l .16-2 012:.0 0-5:0 0pm
,MUB

578

TOKYO

749

CARACAS

350

Taxes not included.Restrictions

apply.One ways available.

Work/Study abroad programs. Inti

·~riends don't {et ~riends
'Drive '1Jrunt
'So Glad Yo~'re Back"

$338
438
438
438

Student ID.EURAIL PASSES
ISSUED ON THE SPOTI

FREE Student Travel Catalog

ncil Tt

oston Harvard Sq
MIT
166-1916 497-1497 ft5-1555

CON GRA TUIA TION S ...
to
111111111

111111111

~

.~

·

· for bein g chos en as th_e
First

.Gree k Hous e of the Mont h!
They deserve this honor for the following reasons:
•:• Presente d the ~ew Hampsh ire Easter
Sealsass ociation with.a $500.00 check at
their televised telethon.
•:• P .e dicat~d their tiµie to _ man the ·telethon
telephon es for _Easter S~al$.
·
•:• Active participa nts in the Blood Drive
<

♦:♦ Donation of $100.00 to Earth Day

•:• Pledged to raise money to :prevent
child abuse
•:• Winners of the Glory Daze challeng e for
· most participa tion at basketba ll games

Nice Job, LAE ·!
Sponsore d by Order of Omega and
Commut er/Greek Council of Student Senate

··
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Quo te of the Wee k:
"bur entire society rests upon -and is dependent upon- _our w~ter, our
land, our forests, and our minerals. How w_e use these resources influences
our health, security, economy, and-.well-being."
- John F. Kenne dy

Up com ing Earth Da y Events:
"Ecological Security: New Directions."
Monday, April 2, from 7 to 9pm.
Belknap Room, MUB
Maylo Murday , Reinier Couran t, and Jeanne Rebstock Murday will present
their experiences during a five year service project on the African coast.

"In Def ense of Sac red Lan ds"
and

"Th e River that Har ms"
Tuesd ay April 3, at 7:30 pm in Horto n
._ Room 4, admis sion -free!
-.~

Air-born pollutant s contribute to the Greenhou se effect and other
environm ental problems , but trees can be very effective at
counteracting such damages. (Lyle Robinson , Photo)

The Seventh Genera tion Suppor t Group, a non-profit organiz ation providing assistance to Native Americans will present a slide show and film that showhow the Hopi and Navajo people are fighting attempt s by the U.S. Govern ment
to move the Native Americans from their land on Big Mounta in in Arizon a to an
area contam inated by radiation.
Sponso red by GAIA and The Native Americ an Cultura l Association.

A Tre e for the Pla ntin g

Clo thin g Swa p
Sunday, April 8.
Upper Q1:1ad from llam-4 pm.
Upgrad e your wardro be for little or no cost! Bring your old but dean
clothes to a clothing swap sponso red by the Studen t Coalition for the Environment.

Cou stea u Society Lecture:
"Th e Glo bal Oce an"
Mond ay, Apri l 9.
MUSO sponso rs Couste au Society lecturers David Brown and Peter Burtchell who will provide an insider 's look at current society projects and share the
experience of explora tion aboard the CALYPSO and an examin ation of the
threats to the gl<?bal ocean. $1 student s, $3 non-stu dents. In the Granite State
Room, MUB at 7pm.

Watch this space for more Earth Day Events to come!

By Jerry Orteneau and
David Posada
The UNH Earth Day
Co_alition is organizin g a campus-wide tree planting effort for
EarthDay ,April22. Besidetheir
aesthetic value, trees play an
importan t role in reducing the
greenhou se effect, provide
shade to reduce air conditioning use, prevent erosion and
maintain wat~r quality, and
absorb pollutants.
With the increase of
greenhou se gas emissions and
the reduction of the world's
forests, the national organizer s
of Earth Day set a goal of planting 1 billion trees world-wide.
By planting trees, we are also
trying to make people more
a ware of the value of trees and
to encourag e more tree planting and better conservation of
our remaining forests.
The Trees Commitee of
the UNH Earth Day Coalition is
working closely with Grounds
and Roads to organize tree
planting on campus. Some of
· the trees are being donated by
local nurseries and the rest will
be purch_ased _with money raised
by students. Larger trees will

be planted in open and heavily
traveled areas on campus, while
the smaller trees will be planted in
natural areas, such as the ravine
behind the MUB.
Money for the trees is being
,
raised through the "Climb the
Earth Day Tree" campaign. We
are asking for a donation of one
dollar from everyone on campu:,.
The "Earth Day Trees" posters in
the dorms mark the percent of the
students in each dorms who have
donated money. By donating a
dollar or some loose change, you
can help to improve the beauty of .
the cam pus and theenvironmental
quality of the planet. A contact
person for your dorm is listed on
the poster in your dorm. Commuting students can contact the
tree commitee directly by calling
the Earth Day office at 862-3542. ·
On Thursday , April 19, a
ground breaking ceremony on the
T-Hall lawn will kick off Earth
Day Weekend. Many of the university administr ators who have
helped make the tree planting
efforts possible will be there to
plant the first tree. Come out on
Earth Day, Sunday, April 22, to
help plant a tree with dozens of
other shovel bearing volunteers.

"Work Is Love Made Visible"
- Kalil Gibra n

•

,
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Two good ideas face long struggle
D

will have no hope of being increased.
here are two big movements on
· And to help cope with that, the
campus that seem, on the surface, to be very university will almost certainly just raise the
worthwhile. Butthe movements will be useless tuition even more for next semester.
unless a serious change of mind occurs among
The second movement involves the
New Hampshire taxpayers.
teachers, and their stirrings toward
The first movement, led by students, unionization. This is another fine idea.
challenges the legality of a mid-year tuition Professors here ·are paid far less than the
hike. This is a fine idea; a tuition raise is national average. Becoming unionized would
certainly a shaky proposition, legally. But what be a 1ogical step in the attempt to increase
do these students think will happen if the salai:ies. But there's a: huge obstacle to this. In .
tuition raise is overturned? The reduction in order for professors to get paid more without
state appropriations to the university system programs getting cut, the university's budget
won't go away. The cuts will still be there.And will have to increase substantially. And that is
the tuition hike makes up one half of the state an unlikely occurrence. Why?
cuts; if there is no hike, the lost money will
People in New Hampshire are really,
have· to be slashed from an already thin really cheap. And they're even cheaper when
operating budget. ~ore programs will be cut. it comes to education.
People could be laid off. Teachers' salaries
You can see it all around the state when

school budgets come up for approval.
Townsfolk greedily seize the only opportunity
in their humdrum lives to have contr.91 over ,
other people's salaries, and they end up
putting the screw to teachers, as well as sch_ool
systems, in their fevered frenzy of powerwielding. The state ranks eighth in the nation
. in per capita income, yet is among the cellar
dwellers in state aid to higher education. The
feeling starts in each school district, and
spreads upward until it_ reaches the
university-"Why the h~ll should we pay
those teachers good money when they only
work half the year?" The cheapness oozes
from the granite of this state.
Thus, the two noble proposals face a
near-impossible struggle because both require
some form of increase in state funding. And in
this state-well, it's just not going to happen .

•
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education when UNH ranks 49th

Cuts are not in state support. The University
must broaden its revenue base by
alatable
to
progressively seeking more
P
private, corporate and federal
rad
students~
.
'funds.
Only then can it hope to
g
·

compete as the ''best small state
university."

the return of his scholarship
money. The Army is saying that
he • does not deserve the
scholarshipbecausehe"misled"
them-when in fact he was more
than willing, after he disclosed
his sexuality, to take a lesser
position in the Reserves.
Why should he be
punished-either by being
dismissed altogether, returning
scholarship money, or even
taking lesser position-simply
on the basis of his sexuality? One
shouldn't have to feel obligated
to disclose that kind of
infromation to an employer, let
.alone be punished for it.
TheSupremeCourthas
twice refused to amend the

and employees ofthe University
of New Hampshire rally around
something in a BIG way!
. Tha! something that
everyone rallied around was the
men's ice hockey team. Never in
the three years that I have been
affiliated with the University have
I seen such school spirit,
enthusiasm, support_, and
excitement center.e d around an
event. Not just an athletic event;
any event.
I had to stand for the
entiregame.Notbecauselwanted
to,butbecausetheUNHfanswere
so pumped up they could not sit
down. You know what, it was
GREAT!Foryourshowofsupport,
you the fans should be proud. For

your performance on the ice, you
the players and coaches should be
proud.
Anyone who questions
the· role, value, and inportance of
athletics at UNH, all I can say is,
you should have been there. You
should have seen the "coming
together" of the University
community.
I've heard all about past
years of UNH hockey and I'm
envious. But, as they say, that was
then and this is now. Next year,
let'spickuprightwhereweleftoff
andstartaneweraofUNHhockey.
Sincerely,
Doug Brown
Coordinator for Athletic
Promotions and Marketing

To the Editor:
The graduate student
Respectfully,
body is all too aware of the
Ms.Jody Berman,
financial plight of the University.
chair of the GSO
As students, researchers and
educators we have experienced
first hand the cuts in programs,
facilities and supplies. Despite
our · understanding, we feel the
unprecedented mi.d -semester
To the Editor:
· tuition increase . was an
In light of the recent
unconscionable and deplorable
revival
of
the ca~e of Cadet
act.
Holobaugh,
the man who was
Graduate students are
"disenrolled"
from ROTC on the
not affluent individuals. Three
basis
of
his
homosexuality,
we felt
hundred dollars is a very dear sum
strongly
enough
on
the
subject
to our ideals of freedom and
tothoseonatightbudget. It barely
BOB DURLING. Editor-In-Chief
covers a month's rent, or a winter's respond.
equality. If even the Supreme GAIL ROBERTSON. Managing Editor EILEEN MALLOY. Managing Editor
· In a Boston Globe (March
heating bill or an entire semester's
Court, which represents these TERRI DANISEVICH. News Editor
KATHY HALEY. News Editor
15,
1990)
editorial, and in a recent same ideals, cannot reverse such KIM ARMSTRONG. Sports Editor
HEATHER GRANT. Sports Editor
food ration. This tuition increase
Phil
Donahue
program,
?
MIKE PARNHAM. Photo Editor
BEN FRAZIER. Photo Editor
will cause hardship.
an injustice, then who will.
LAURA DEAME. Arts· Editor
KRISTI SUDOL. Forum Editor
The Graduate Stud~nt Holobaugh' s predicament was
DENISE BOLDUC. Advertising Manager
Organization ·understands that brought to our attention. It is
. MICHAEL LVONS. Business Manager
unfortunate
that
a
Federal
legal opposition to the increase is
Joanna McCormack
Aris Staff Reporters
Advertising Associates
New• Reporters
Laureen Mazzola
an appropriate action. As a Institution, such as the Army,
Sean Carroll
Christine Leinsing
Michelle-Adam
Marc Mamigonlan
representive body it views such which stands for everything
·
Sofia.Piel
Melissa Bane
Aris Reporters
actions as counterproductive American, would be allowed to .
MellssaSrarples
stephanie Artz
Graphic Manage11
Andrew Champagne
costing graduate students, the discriminate-so blatantly. It seems
Marie Garland
Sandy Cutshall
Philip Fujawa
hypocritica,
l
that
laws
which
must
university community and New
Aleece Germano
~:~~~~:ants
~~:r~~er
be
adhered
to
_
b
y
the
.
smallest
Matthew Gross
Kim Cilley
Atyssa DeVito
Hampshire far more in the long
Karen Hall
To the Editor:
Melissa Inglis
~~GY ~~ugrt no.le
run. The Graduate Student ·businesses do not ·a pply to the
Lynda
Hyatt
Jennifer Macfarlane ·
Ann Masso .
I would like to publicly News Briefs Editor
Mike Guilbault
Organization will not, however, Army.
Marianne Moore
Davies
Ellen Harris
It should not . be salute the 1989-1990 University of Anita
Circulation Manager
J. W. Morss
impede or advise against such
Linda Hyatt
Michelle Purdum
necessary
for
a
man
or
woman
to
·
New
Hampshire
men's
hockey
Suzanne
Lee
Stephanie
Igoe
efforts by any individual.
Lydia Strohl
disclose
his
or
her
sexual
team.
I
would
also
like
to
salute
all
::::::;;:e<;irculation
Manage11
~~;~~~~II
We implore you to
Sports Reporters
Gemme
~!e~~rr~~~~is
NEVER AGAIN levy a mid- preference. It has absolutely no the fans that not only attended the Michael
Brian Brady
Photographers
h
h
h
Mike Dean
Chris O'Neil
semester tuition increase. We bearing on w et er t at man or Hockey East Semi-final game of Michelle Adam
Kevin
Gray
t t.h be t of two Frid ays ago, b ut a1so rab'dl
MichelleSebastian
Purdum
1 Y Don Carlson
Colleen
request that .such increases be a woman can perform _o e s
Tyche Hotchkiss
Jen Flad
John Kelley
Blaise T. Mosse
Julie Stilphen
violation of university policy. We their ability. Instead, the Army supported the team.
Mike McNeilly
John Robert
I saw something happen Ed Sawyer
Erin Sullivan
Mark Miller
ask that you change the should be thankful that they can
Staff Reporte11
Jeff
Novotony
employ
that
they
could
employ
that
Friday
night at the C_onte John Ooherty
on The Spot Editor
University's revenue structure to
, Keith Rogers
~~~
~~
d
someone
so
qualified
as
ca
et
.
Forum,
on
the
campus
of
Boston Cartoonists
Assistant Business Mgr.
Glenn Sobolewski
provide resilien<:e and to prevent
· H o1obaugh . Not on1y h as the · College, that I have not seen at Jeff· Harris
Carolyn Sedwick
Emilia A Keleman
Copy
Editors .
.
future surcharges. It is clear that
Sports
Statistician
John Hiitle
SclndyCutshall John Kelley
New Hampshire state government Army humiliated H olob augh b Y UNHbefore.Ai;t.ditwasbeautiful! ·Kurt Krebs
· f h'
Ellen
Horris
Kristen
Waelde
is not committed to higher dismissing him on t he bas1s o 1s I saw the student~, alumni, friends, EnvironmentaI page. Editor
·sexuality, bat they have asked for
L,!i!:David~'w;Po~so~da~-----...;.;;~~;;,;;;.;.._._ _ _ _ _~-~~~

ROTC man
got bad deal

a

~:~~1~~;5f~~!: :~ i;ft!ff1iPIRIP8;Pl;:11!;;;;;;;
Thanks to
ho_ckey fans
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Ju st -g rea t .. .

.

by Mar k Berg e
I;] o there I was, seven o'clock in the morning,

people thought this happened at birth) and as I sat
my eyes still unable to focus, and just out of .the . pulling on the blue striped sock, I tried to figure out
shower. My hair was still dripping water into my how many socks I had lost this year. While I was
eyes, but that was not that large of a problem. I had pulling on the red striped sock the answer came to
a test tater on that day and I was still trying to figure me, too many. Actually, about fiftee·n stray socks
if I had all the equations memorize d. As always, I were on the loose and singing the theme to Born Free.
was unsure of an equation so I went to look at my Those sneaky bastards, they always ditch out when
notes. After this, I toweled myself off and grabbed you need them the most (my sister says the same
my Fruit of the Looms, and boy was I glad that the big thing about runs in pantyhose). So then I thought, if
apple wasn't hiding in there. (I wonder what dorm everybody else had lost fiiteen socks in America that
violation that would be filed under.) I then went back means there is a pile somewher e with three point
to my drawer and started digging around for a pair three billion socks in it: That pile would be seventeen
of socks~ The first pair didn't match, nor the second, square miles, if they were all laid out side by side. If
nor any other damn sock in the whole drawer. At this the socks were all lined •up they could almost go
time, some words that rhyme with duck and fit around the world three times.·
. started tofightthe irwayouto fmymouth . Where the
America, it's a great country. The symbol of
hell did my socks go? I thought I bought a set of the nation can be burned, but nobody can find their
matching pairs, or had the manufactu rer saved me socks.
the trouble and screwed up the sets for me? I was
really pissed that I hadn't bought the all white socks Mark Berge is a sophomore majoring in environmental
at that point, and more swearing followed. At this chemical engineering.
point my mind finally snapped, (although many

Write for the Forum page
before the semest er comes to
an end! Drop off your articles
to room 151 in· the MUB.
Please include name and
phone numbe r for verifica tion . .
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Don 't have Driv ing on the
brain whe n you're Drin king .

A public service message from The Ne~ Hampshire .
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Mark Stra nd. The Last of a Nob le, Poet ic Dar k Breed
By John Doherty

Obscurity is Mark
Strand. He has produced some of
the most influential, ~ritically
acclaimed - some of the best -:-writing of this half of the century
with little recognition, no fame
and no fortune. Mark Strand is
the last of a breed; the last of the

infectious. Strand's writing is like
a favorite CD, something you can
go back to and play over and over .
again. Every writer tries to create
a voice in his work, but Strand's
voice came through so clear that I
felt, as I'm sure many of his
reader's do, that I knew him. Like
poets.
J.D. Salinger wrote in The Catcher
Istumbledac rossaMark in the Rye, Strand's the "type of
Strand book when I was a senior writer you sometimes feel like
Mark Strand in High School. It was Strand's· calling up on the phone." The
balances these two images; only book of short stories, Mr . and following is a selection from his
the horrible and the Mrs. Baby . In itthere were dozens . poem, "Keeping Things Whole."
incongruous. He is a dark of stories, crammed into barely a
In afield, I am the absence
poet who writes in simple hundred pages. They were stories of field. This is always the case.
statements. There is a calm about a man and a woman lying in Wherever I am, I am what is missing.
acceptance
of
the bed, themanreluct antlyconfesse s We all have reasons for moving. I
observations he makes; the that before he met her he was, yes, move to keep things whole.
bad, the good, the acollie. Astoryabouta president's
Oneofthethin gslsensed
iri.credible, the obvious.
meteoric, mediocre rise to right off with Strand is a sense of
When
Mark prominence and his campaign · integrity. He has written over
Strand
walked
into restingonhisp romisesabou twhat fourteen books (one,atransla tion
Hamilton Smith March 16, the weather would be like if he of South American poets~ with
he was breaking five years werepresiden t. Formonthslw ent UNH's own Charles Sirnic) none
of silence, and reintroducing around telling everyone that is was of which has been what one would
his readers to his darkness. the best book _that was ever cali'afi~ancial windfall. Theword
He had had no book out for published, on this planet or any "sell-out" often walks hand-infive· years, he had not read other.
·
hand in the world of literature
for three. He had been living
Now perhaps my praise with the lure of advertising and
in Salt Lake City, Utah, was a little excessive, but I can see pop-literature .
,
teaching at the University that Strand's style is moody
"I think the motivation
:::::::::::::: of Utah, a place that_ fairly enough, exa~t enough, so that if , behindalotofl iterature,espe cially
flim breathes with obscunty.
his writing connects with you, it is novels," Strand explained. "ls to
Sometimes it's a
bad dream, a nightmare.
It's like a macarbre black
and white photograph .
Other times it's funrty.
Nothing makes sense-you
can see that for once - just
like you always knew it
didn't.

make some bucks. Poetry is more
important, there's less_pf it."
·
But there is none of that
in Strand. Poetry isn't exactly a
thriving business venture. In his
26years of being published he has
dabbled in prose but never made
the plunge into the big money, the
novels: Now, at age 51 Strand is
finishing work on his first novel.
"I will put it out under a
psuedonym," says Strand. "I'll
put it out under the name of some
24 yearold author, make it his first
book."
"Because I don't think
anyone is interested in what a
middle-aged inan who has spent
his life writing poems has.to say in
a novel."
Welcome back Mark
Strand, the Dark.
Strand read new poetry.
Introduced by friend and
colleague Charles Simic, he read
from his new collection of poems
that should be out this September.
For the first time, readers heard a
poem from Strand that rhymed. It
was humorous, albeit dark, poem
about a sexual encounter in a
subwaybytw ostrangersth atends
in trage<;fy.
, .
·
·

Strand is a scholar and his
poems show that. He can trans~ate
from Spanish, Portugese and Italian.
He has studied at Yale, taught at
Columbia. He "inverts" the works of
other poets that most poetry lovers
haveneverhe ardof. InStrand'sea rly
work, there is a fascination with the
contradictio n of . presence and
abscence, isolation and harmony. In
thenewerwor kitistherestil l,slightly
de-emphasiz ed and mixed with a
subtle dose of, of all things, Hope.
The best of the poems he
read, the most Strandesque, was one
he dedicates to his friend Charles
Simic. It's called the Great Forgetters,
and it again deals with the vacuous,
blank joy of those heroes who manage
to forget everything, the trees, the
people, the room they a:re in, the
window, themselves, life.
·
One of the appropriate
problems with Mark Strand is that his
workishard to find. His short stories
are almost impossible to find (but
worth weeks of searching if
successful) UNH has fourofhis poetry
collections, including Selected Poems,
a greatest hits of sorts.
Check it out. Or as Charles
Simic says, "give your life meaning,
buy Mark's books."
· .. ..........................,..,....,,.......,.·,

§~1.•1 ■-~I~-----------~
(At Last. Pure, Unad ulter ated Jazz That Mak es You Boun ce.)
By Marc Mamigonian
Jazz, live jazz, real live
jazz, real live jazz like mom used
to make, came to UNH Sunday
night in the form of legends and
former E'l lingtonians Clark Terry
-and Louis Bellson with the UNJ-I
Jazz Band. It was 2 1/2 hours of
great music, which more than
made up for the monumental
incompetence of whomever was .
iir:charge of selling tickets and
admitting the public.
The show kicked off
with a pair of Monk
compositions, "I Mean You" and
"Ask Me Now," without and
with the evening's guests, ·
re~pectively. The UNH Band
sh~wed-its stuff right off the bat;
Monk is not exactly easy to play,
let alone in a big band context.
Particular deserving credit is the
pianist, who wisely and
mercifully stayed away from
pseudo-Monk ish phrasing.
·
The third selection of
the evening was a Bellson
composition
designed
specifically to showcase the skills of himself and Terry, the cleverly
titled "Louis and Clark
Expedition." A very tricky
Tommy Newsome arrangement
of Benny G9odman's sextet
classic "Air Mail Special"
followed; it seemed like a logical

Clark Terry, Dave Sieler, and Loie Bellson. Th~·masters of jazz magic. (photo by J. Dani~evich).
.
trum et throughout the eveni~g, highlighted by an mitstandmg
vehicle for the talent~ of the
la ~d muted trumpet on alto-sax solo by Bill Humphrey
guitarist, who all ~ve~mg ~as f,Pa~dlin' Madeleine," a tune that and fine trumpet work by the redrelegated to strummmg maud1ble bears more than - a passing faced Paul Neveu.
rhythm chords. Terry, who resemblance to Strayhorn's ''Take
Thegues_t stars were also
alternated betweenfluge lhornand the ,A' Train," and which was featured in smaller combos.

"Brushes and Brass" featured, as
one might guess, jus·t Bellson and
Terry drums and horn,
respectively. Bellson is best known
for his pyrotechnics as a drummer.
(which we got, in spades), but he
is also astonishingly skilled and
subtle, as he showed in the slower
combo numbers, such as Stitt's
wonderful "Blues Walk" (aka
Chris Woods' "Somebody Stole
My Blues") and Ellington's "Mood.
Indigo," which one ought to, but
never seems to get tired of hearing.
The generally_ un-flashy Terry
showed off his prowess on one of
these tunes (alas, I forget which
one) by trading phrases between ,<his trumpet in one hand and his
flugelhorn in the other. Fast lips.
,
The band came back for
·the final set of the night, kicking in
with the lovely ''To a Forgotten
Friend," which again featured a
fine solo from Humphrey. Bellson
finally cut loose during the
puckishly titled "If I Were a
Bellson;" not very many
drummers can make a3 to4 minute
solo interesting, but Bellson simply
amazed. He pioneered the double
bass drum set-up, and when he
gets his feet and his hands going at
full speed, it is something to
behold. His flash and Terry's
understated style, combined with
the very impressive UNH Band,
made an evening-to treasure.

►
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The Cheesy Inte·r nati onal Movie Spectacle
By Marc

career,Kurasow ahasrepresented
uncompromisin g artistry and
Ah, the Oscars- the vision. He was also a welcome
pinheads and the departure from the Hollywood
the
of
roar
smell of mediocrity. Okay, smarminess, saying, without any
okay, maybe that's a· bit hint of false modesty, that he
much, but the Oscars just get doesn't feel that he has a grasp on
my dander up and make me cinema yet. Well, if he doesn't, I
foam at the mouth a bit. So don't know who does.
Anyway, on to the ·
arrest me. The spectacle of
Hollywood applauding itself awards themselves:
BestFilm:DrivingMissDaisy
is so inherently repugnant
Best Actor: Daniel Daythat no matter how fine the
filmsarethat getrecognized, Lewis (My uft Foot)
Best Actress: Jessica Tandy
the prevailing sensatio.n t h at
the Oscars leaves is one' of (Driving Miss Daisy)
Best Supporting Actor:
unspeakable tackiness.
Enough with the polemics. Denzel Washington (Glory)
Best Supporting Actress:
.
Billy Crystal once
again had the task hosting Brenda Fricker (My Left Foot)
Best .Director: Oliver Stone
the show, and he did a good
the Fourth of July)
On
(Born
.
job, never taking things any
Best Original Screenplay:
more seriously · than they
·~:i:i: deserved. He also got off th e TomSchulman(DeadPoetsSociety)
Best Foreign Film: Cinema
iti: best line of the night: "Jack
(Italy)
Paradiso
Jon
that
rich
so
is
}} Nicholson
of the winners are
All
·
h
· ·=·=·=·
air.
his
cuts
still
Peters
i:i:i:i
The Big Theme for quite worthy, with the major
Ult the evening was the movie exception of Oliver Stone, who
[ff biz. as one big, happy, and certainly did not even deserve to
JiJ internationalfam ily.Pardon be nominated for his sledgewhilst I gag. Thank you. To hammer touch (in his speech, he
r:m that end (not my gagging, really should have thanked Ho
~H but the Big Theme), guest Chi Minh for making his career
tllf presenters were positioned possible),and the minor exception
Jf around the globe in London of Schulman. One could quibble
(Glenn Close and Mel · with some the other choices
)ir Gibson, whoareworking on- (personally, I am torrt between
:/1~1} get this- Zefferelli' s Hamlet), Crimes and Misdemeanors and sex,
l~ll. Moscow (Jack Lemmon and lies and videotape for Best Picture,.
Nataliq Nagoda), Buenos neitherofwhich were nominated),
!lililil:: Aires (Norma Aleandro and but why get into the stupidity of
·t· thesystemwhich pitsfilmsagaihst
=:=:=:::: Char lt on H es t o n - I thi"nk 1
:::::::::
"f eac'hotherthatca nnotlegitimately
'
:❖:❖:
/!l!l!l!ll ;~;ldh:;v:e~ ;e~:t~; t~ be compared to each other?
Here are some of the
i;ii[l Moscow· instead), and
fl Sydney (Rachel Ward and "other" winners:
Screenplay:
Adapted
Brian Brown). Wow. It's almost
like Hollywood is one big world, Driving Miss Daisy
Make Up: Driving Miss Daisy
.one big happy family. Makes you
Editing: Born On the Fourth
a
not
And
..
feel all warm inside
·
July
of
little queasy.
Sou nd : Glory
career
special
A

Mamigoni;m

11

J!i

JI}
fl

lf

Denzel Washington is one of our Oscar-winning heroes for his perfonnance in "Glory''

Stuff:

The Oscars, Cindy N:a ked,,Plus The
Rock Announc ement That Will Make
UsAIISw eat
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recipient since throughout his
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il il
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•
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D
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. House.TheLibra ryofCongressis · Eberteventryatk eepingupan)m)
1930'sand40's:Dangerous,from
following (I know I'm~going to
ili!iagain,hmm?
working on Frank Capra's films air of credibility when he
'36
from
Forest,
Petrified
The
'35,
ld
Leecertainlyshou
some):
forget
But first, before gettingt
from 1922-1949; UCLA is doing spendsmostofhi stimeturningff
(memorable mostly for
have been nominated for Best
l1Ik:iown to business, I have juS
on Michael Curtiz's his thumb up or i:lown. The iij
restoration
great
first
Humphrey Bogart's
Direcmr(butnotforBestOriginal
&ne question. Dixie Whatley?
(1943), st~g problem is- and shows like
Army
the
Is
This
Leslie
and
performance
screen
not
did
he
Screenplay, which
I hesitate to spill more
ex-president SiskelandEbertp layrightinto~ll:
favorite
everyone's
whining),
incessant
Howard's
Right
the
Do
and
deserve)
really
the
over
ll~lIJl.etaphorical ink
House i~ it- is that most people don't t}
Eastman
Reagan.
Ronald
The Private Lives of Elizabeth and
Thing for Best Picture, Casualties
111110scars, but a word is needed
films of _want to know about films or}J
silent
the
over
laboring
best
the
is
(she
-'39
from
Essex,
a
earned
of War should have
II~bout the egregious omissions.
think about them at even· the
Maurice
director
American
Great
The
film),
on
Bess
Queen
Brian
for
least
at
nomination
&.Iuch has been made of the.
most basic critical level; theyj
have
which
of
Tourneur, many
ilightingSpikeL ee,andrightly DePalina for Best Director, sex, . Lie, from '41, and In This Our
want to see a clip and then }Ii
The
forever.
lost
been
already
42.
Life, from'
Hes, and videotape _d eserved
ll11~o, butthe whole "Let's stick up
have someone tell them ti
Vincente
restoring
is
MOMA
the
in
film
new
A
whole;
a
as
itself
for
recognition
~l1for Spike'! thing makes me
Minelli's classic musical Meet Me whether or not they should go
works is low budget maven
jfaintiynauseated. lcannotprove for Andie MacDowellandJames
St.Louis(1944), with a little help see it, as if art can be subjected I{i
In
RogerConnan'sf irstdirectorial
Spader, and for Steven
lihhis, of course, but I sense that
easelTedTumer. . to a Consumers Guide rm
fromerstwhilew
titled,
be
to
1971,
since
effort
Soderberghfordirector,Heathers
liiihn of these white folkfi- critics
Corli§S has an approach.
Richard
Roger
enough,
modestly
for
recognition
deserved
-arejumpingon
!landactorsalike
Big shot designer ff
t
inFilmCommen
excellentarticle
Corman'sFrankenstein Unbound,
something,altho ughlamnotsure
!JheSpike bandwagon mainly to
di~d this week. My
Halston
offilmcriticism,
onthedismalstate
starring Michael "Medi~te"
what,andRogerandMeobviously
!),ehipand withitand to support
that he saw the new[}
is
theory
are
blurbmeisters
TV
'
where
thing,
sagood
Hutchence.Isthi
for
should have been nominated
"good cause" ("No, really,
commercial ff
perfume
Halston
As
critics.
actual
for
mistaken
.
though?
ary.
t
Documen_
Best
are
ji;l~ome of my best friends
Like
Really
"I
Cindy
with
a
isn't
Corliss says, "Jeffrey Lyons
It has taken a long, long
O.ne O f the Oscar
!lt,lack"). It smacks of
iij
Off"
Clothes
·
My
Taking
on
one
plays
he
but
critic,
film
film
of
concept
the
but
time,
l!,.anctimonious;.eSs, and if Spike· winners, Dead Poets Society (Best
into ?t
went
and
Crawford
of
criticism
written
Serious
TV."
caught
finally
has
preservation
the
hits
Screenplay)
Original
ll)1asanyself-res pecthewillkeep
{j
film is· dwindling~ as TY cardiac arrest. Whew.
on in America. Several
video stores this week, as does
l1l1~t in perspective. I mean, where
news:
breaking
Late
Eberl
and
Siskel
personalitieSlike
interesting projects of varying
iwas the uproar last year at the · fue Oscar deserving Casualties of
accrue more and more power; TheKinksareco mingtoUNH.ff
historicalinteres tareunderway
1llljslightingofUnbearableLightness , War. If you missed Casualties in
mostpapers,oth erthanmajorcity No,thereisnothi ngwrongwith[f
at the Library of Congress,
thetheater(andy ouprobablydid,
llllPf Being, or in any other year
ones, are content to run their lame your TV; The Kinks are coming
.
UCLA
Art~
Modern
of
Museum
on
out
it
check
bombed),
it
since
lwhere great films are p~sse~
Kim BasUlge, is
taking the moral high ground.
The major omissions
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The·Musical Sonic Boom
By J.W. Morss
~t>nkYouthi5N~wYork ~ii\me on, i woman rnpref!l~ntins
80's whit~ h~tt Fr@@whe@Hn; MMi Chokl~ mtdij iom@h~artfijlt
monotonQ=ehrom@virs~mmrnvQr but flmilly irr~l~vtnt (H ftr iU,
an ine@sfant b1ekb~t!t la~~d with musk: is eoneijrflijd) spij~~h abmit
gnm;y, m~alli~ guitar, Discord. thij right to Qhoos~. lronieally, a
and humony may ~ohabit th~ imipp~t from a C~rpijnhimt t\mij
§tlm~ tim~: Tak~ upt1~Ui41 Coa§t pltyQd b@tw@~n SQili§ durins th~
Hi~h way" for inst,ne~, tu11~l~§§ Soni~ Ytmth §'11t. Sonk YtrnHt will
robotie eom~..gns givij way to a · soon b~ r~lijasing th~ir fir~t work
§Ublim@, woogy wind.,dowrt.
for C~ff@n, Th~ Piradi~~ liihows
An urlnm d~ath vall~y i§ ~av~ 1hij band a d'Hml;)@ to fin~
thg s~ttins for ihost bitehijs, whit@ tun~ som~ of th@ m~w mat~rhil.
kross~6, and silv~r roek~t5, Dark Th~ir bli§tijrin$ twijlv~ §ems 5it
~hto§ wrijitlij5 with dirk~r J.'(j}ility ~ontain@d a thra5hing ''Citholie
fgr th~ ~hara~t~r!i' liv~5. ~itJtttr Blo~k" tnct a !?~r(j}wdrlv~n
(1~87) tgk(j}§ it§ Utl@ from th@ girl ('1ourt@sy of 5i~ond 5uitari~t Lij@
with lisht, dimeing ~Y~6 in R,maldo) "Whit@ Krnlii§, 11 Befo:r@
"!k:htgophr~nit" who l,u-1ghs at th~ · l@iiving th~ st~ge for th@ rii5ht Ll\l~
sp@11d~ijr s troubl@, And "§oo kij'11ps dropp~d his ~uihU' on th@ stnStl
~omins ~lmmr §ayins 'I ~0,n fool it floor, Th,H>th~rguitaristThurt1iton
in my btm~s" sehi1ophrtmia ii Moon~ ~am@ 0V'1}l', pie~d it up,
. taking m~ homg.' 11 Th@ spiak~r and thr~w it into t.htl drum kit, ·
rnff~r§ from hb own m~nh!l Quit('! a fini5h,
· .mn~§§: hi's both attr!lrt('ld to and
Aftijr th~ ~how, I 6pok~
r!§lpu.ls~d by h~r. Alio, hi6 driams
now "split th@ §~ini" (~omforting, with Thurston Moor~.
JW: WtJr@ yf)u frutJtrattJtl the
irm/t it?). On Daytlr~m Nation
(1988) E:ri~'i trip ii ju§t a 5lip whili la~t t.if!l'W you playtJcl Bo~ton at ·th@
Joni's lUij ii §U~h a m~s!i, Sbu Som~vllltJ TheatrtJ?
TM: l wa5 viry happy that
pow~r iii? down ·to ei candl@ and
kiHibility ~om@s off ti§ total trash. night (laushi), All my guiteir~ w@r~
Th@ sroup'!i Ci~eomll Youth work · out of tuntll, liitringlii w@r~ l;m~ildng,
us@lii t@ehmMiane@J d@vic:{!5 to .and my imp wali ~er@w~d up ..lt·
er{Jat@
a
mad .. Madonrut wa1 a fijtlly bad night,
JW: DQtJi your layering
maliihirpi~e&\l, · D1dai6tk nation
mor@ lilffl it,
technique (w#h th@guitar) makn that
·
a chronic problem playing livtJ?
TM: That WH from laek ofSonic Youth play~d two
sold out ihowi at thi PilrttUs@ in sl~@p. Th@ wron; mood tt th@
BoiHm a eoupl~ of w@@ki ago. l wrongtim~.
.
eausht th@iu@ecmd ~@t whkh WM
JW: I/you did 1n1o~lwr CfotJfJrut
pr~e@d~d by t p@r£ormane~ Imm Youth album, what wrJuld you do if
Yo La Tjn~o, a N@w J~r~@y band iOn'WOtW from GtJ!ftm appraa<1h@d you
iVineing a stylQ similar to th~ amt said "wt,, going to lift this traJ1k
h@adlin@r. B@for~ Sonie. Youth atJ a t1i11gw" likn, /-or intJtantIC, "Into
· The Groowy"?

TM: Wijll, on C!§l!fon, Wij !ill
eould rnwijr hav~ don@ that ;!1l
(pi@~e), Ci(l~on@Youth 15 ovir '11!!
anyway ... Our d\\lal with ti
{jijfhm is thllt we work with
thim as as lifting a trt1ck off
for ~olligi sinilij far!!, but
th~y'r~ markiUng u11 as an
tilbum=ori~nt@d bind,
JW: ffj thttr@ a ~ubdiviflion

far

w-ithin: G~f/ttn that"'
TM: No, G~mm is ,a
~omp,myth~t's run by its A.kR
staff. Th~r~ ar~ thr(\lQ ha1d5 of
A&:R. W~'r@11igned tod~llow
who r(\lpr~lii@nts Pttt M@theny..
not th~ ikl@ of th~ eomp1.my
that do@1 Cun5 & Rcm\ls, You
know: blaek l@llth@r... H@ hai
hi§ own p@rsonal 6taff thilt
1
W@ V@ known for YQU5
actually.
JW: Did Gilf@n give you
an adYana@ for tlw r@aordins of
the ,ww work?
TM: C!§ltflm ~av~ us a
budgit ... W~ got a pr@tty good
dial, (;ijff@n wa1Huutlt'1lrmitiv'11
for U§, W@ WiNm't int~r@liit~d
in signins with C@tf@n tt all at
£int. Wh~n w~ w@r~ looking
~round w~ said "OK, Wlil'll si;n
Sonie Youth, livein 1etion at The P,midise in Do1ton
with A&M" .. sort oft 5mall
mod~m lab@l d@aling with bontb partit'H prmtyroeldn' r@eord .. mfil
lik@ Soul Aliiylum, C@ff@n otf@r@d h@avy duty• th@ri's a lot of anothtlr benefit a aouple of nights ago
TM: In De, y@ah, Th1b1n@fit
us mor~ er@ativ@ control than G,<travl!gant bit§!,, !iound5,
was put on by a sroup of 11tudtmts
anyom~ @ls@.
JW: Do you makn your own eall@d Po!ilitiv@ Pore~. Th1y do
JW: On Daydriam Nation · tap@s?
b@n@fiti all th@tim~ ... What w1 did
thcrt' ~ a tuntJ 11Tlw Sprawl'' wlwrfi
TM: I hav@n't in a long Um@.
you tJlow th@ t@mpo down I'm mor~ into th~ r~ording .. .l'll it for wai an inn@r eity@d uCJatitmal
prosram, Ba6ieally, W@ want@d to
hyprrntkally. Arc t!wrtJ any tuntJ/9 ,m do :mm@ mor@ §Om@day,
play
with this band Fusazi, friijmb
tho new work likD that? ·
JW: Do you u~(J tliffer(Jnt ilf li\'J.n,. 'M%
b.w.l~!~ 'y\~'J~ wit.\,. =
TM: 1think ther~ir@t}~QUfll@ tuningtJ on your 1uitar?
th~m for a whil@, Through th@
of tun@5 lik(ll that (laughs). I don't
TM: l'v@ sot fiv@ of th@m
au11pie1s of PorilUV~ Pore@ w@ got
r@ally think about .it. Thijr@ ar@
JW: I tal~d to Mic~l Hamti to play with them. It wa5 a woird
ehtr;@r@ on this on~. For th@ mo5t downstairs, · H, ~aid you playid
Sil, but fun.
1

I

By Cherene Alizio
It wu Widfll,\l6day niJht s@sm@nts of his a.~t with, ''This i~
biforn Sprifl! Bretk. mo 6tud@nt5 on~ of my favorit@ jokij§" and
aH~mbl~d uound !! mak@shifi followin~ thijm by eommlilnting,
5tas~, ~as~r for a f~w lau;hs, Th@ "Thtt wa6 i ;ood jok~" h~lp@d to
MUB PUB wirn th@ lo~th~ w,uJ mruntrun a stMdyflow oflaught~r.
anothijr ~~op@=-!iponffiornd riot f@it. His §pot rnlmiMtQd in a
W~kom~ to Cgm@dy Nisht,
humoromily r@tli~ti~ portrayal of
Juli~ Barr, tl'u\l firit of th@ hims@lf in a drunk~n fflhlt~ bifor@
,iM}nins'i humor artiliiti, donnl\ld h@ thank~d th@ 1udi~n1:1~ imd l~ft
h~r "plaid H@idi driH" ,rnd th@ stttS@,
~hri5t~n@d th@ audi~n~@ with ~
Durin5 hi5 introd-ucticm,
!iprinklin; of amuffling opining a grinning Al Oue;harm@,
liMi, Whil@th@bullrnfh@rroutin"1l · ~@m@di@n.-num b@r,.thru,
inel uthid h@ight and Wiight= wtmi~roo through tM ~udi~noo,
r~lat@d jok@6, h~r lnu=1H:1~n@ mttkin; hi§ eonfu!ii~d way to thij
aMedot~, "dim light6 tnd Jack platform. Just to t~d iilfl
Dimi@l6 ea11 do mor~ for som@ @d ueaHcn1al fhiir to th@
p@opl~ thM th~ 9p~ifil@f-f~ts ernw pirformiilrte~, Al eonHrn.iilly
at Stir W~:n" @lieit@d th~ gr~at~6t r@mirtd~ th@ crowd that Rhod~
. r~liipon~~. Juliij's charming bhmd bland ii f1mous for Mthin;. A
pictured-above,
of Hghthi&l't!.\ld iiggl~ffl uui truly dymunk p~rform@r, h@
hilarknli facial @xpr@i~ionlii @a~~d ffiU~CQ~fiifully eombiMd ~Mrs@He
recently on tour in Florida for Spring Break. Be sure to
th1 ~rowd into an ov~ning of froo= s~~turn, with ~tunning 101,md
catch their Spring' concert coming up this April. ,
flowing laught@r,
1ffocts and variom, vole@
At a f@w minut@ffl bifor@ infl@etion, throughout routin@,
The 're dynamite.
t@n o'doek, RkkJtmldn§ adorn@d Anoth'11r
erowd .. pl@ll5ifl!
@v@nt eQlloet@d eann@d goods by
lmm@diat~ r~liiponr;@s to
th@ 6t&S@, H1 b~san hi5 routin~ t@ehniqu~ involv@d hii praetie'11 of
with 1m titut@ r~mark about hii ineorporating 1p@etator5 into hi5 th@ show Wirl quit@favorabl@, OflQ and th@y hop@d to riturn. Evin r~d ueing tht! adm_is5km prie@ by
_ear~@rineomooy, "On1d1yyou'r@ iet, Tak@ th@girl hc1 p@nn@d "Fifi" 1iitud1.mt comm@nHns that ih@ the m'11mb@r1 of SCOPE: i@~m@d $1.00 if a donation was givtm,
eittin; in th~ eaf'11t@r1i with your for ~~ampl@, His r@hmtl@H "di@d laughins". Forhn1at~ly, thij pl~aood with th@outcom@. D@splt@ Th@!JI,\} it@m@ will b@ donat@d to
fri@ndlii, makins a f~w jokij6, and r@f@r@ne@~ to h@r ~@nt th@audi~nc~ eom@dhm6 ~xpr~1mid ft pmlitlv@ tho eomptlltition of a 1dmulttn@ous Crossroads, a sh@lt@r for tht1
on,Hiay, b@fur@youknowit, you'm into a frcmzy. Al 1'~ft th@ crowd r~tciion to th(\! · p~rforman~@ H Harth Dty ov@nt, athmdanc@ WH hom@li!JS in Port11mouth. Wateh
ffltill in th@ eaf@t@ria t@llins jok@lii," with ~om~thing to liugh about on w@ll. Both Riek J@nkins and Al up 20% from th@ ftrftt eom@dy for SCOPE's next big iVtmt • The
Dueharm@ w@r1 im pfij6!lid, noting night, P~rhlilp5 th~ b@st a~p@ct of . Kinks aro eoming to U.N.H. on
Rkk' j 1diek t@elmiqu~ of pr@~aeins th@ wtty horn@.
that U.N.H. Willi sood erowd th'11 @v@ning was th'11 i&et that th@ May 13th,
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Gr ea t Go og ly Mo og ly! Sc rea mi n' Ja y is Ho t!
By Sean Carroll

still
Screamin' Jay Hawkins is back, and this time he's on disc! Screamin' Jay was and
picture
man,
the
know
don't
you
If
crowd.
R&B
c
psychoti
the
in
favorite
l
perennia
is (at 6'1) a
for a single coffin,
one of his late fifties shows with the Drifters. The stage is dark and bare except
velvet cape,
shoes,
skin
leopardsuit,
copic
out of which leaps a crazed man in a kaleidos
scream. He
does
he
And
Henry.
named
staff
ded
skullhea
,
brandish ing a cigarette smoking
like a possessed
g
somethin
sounds
scat
of
kind
peculiar
own
his
grunts;
he
howls,
he
scr~ams,
·
person speaking ih tongues.
all the way back to 1956's
going
classics,
released
ly
Voodoo Jive is acollection of previous
back the first woman
bring
to
wrote
Jay
that
spell
a
literally
a
is
song
The
"I Put a Spell on You."
of his unusual
because
who ever left him. While many have dismissed Jay as just an oddity
him than that.
to
more
is
there
that
most
singing style, one listening to "Spell" should convince
and emotion
force
raw
much
so
is
there
s,
ridiculou
the
of
line
the
While the song often crosses
easily.
so
d
dismisse
be
can't
in it that it simply
on the
This is really the case with most of Jay's best work; great but somewh ere out
much
so
features
which
Demon"
"Little
called
rocker
lunatic fringe. In '56 he cut an amazing
Of
copies.
million
a
sold
still
yet
banned,
itself
get
to
managed
it
that
grunting and groaning
neatly
are
Some
course the balance shifts here and there througho ut Screamin' Jay's career.
Jay's voke, when
· straight R&B, represented on this disc by "Just Don't Care" and "This is All."
showcas ed here
baritone,
rich
gly
surprisin
a
is
makes,
he
it breaks through all the strange sounds
Sky."
Colored·
'~Orange
and
Paris,"
Love
"I
covers
Porter
Cole
on his two
himself •
On the other hand, sometim es the balance tips into sheer madness . Jay_whips
song
us
outrageo
most
Jay's
it.
with
away
gets
and
into an utterly incoherent lather in "Frenzy",
left
better
be
may
which
Blues",
ation
"Constip
disc,
this
to
wrap.:.up
ever though, may be the
undescri bed here.
heard in
Overall, it's hard to know what to make of this album. It's one of the best I've
erid
may
it
think
I
in.
it
put
to
n
collectio
my
of
section
what
a while, but I'm still not really sure·
of music,
scientists
mad
were
there
If
own.
its
of
all
drawer
locked,
possibly
up in a seperate,
Screamin' Jay Hawkins would be Frankenstein, a brilliant, but insane genius.
n.
While Screamin' J!lY these days mainly only tours in Europe and England, America
·
"his"
and
Freed
Alan
about
tary
documen
a
Roll,
and
Rock
Mr.
fans can see him in two movies:
groups, and 1978's American Hot ,Wax.

Lo rd of Th e Fli es
Ju st Re ad Th e Book
. By Marc Mamig onian

The UNH Danc e Theat re Co~p any prese nts its
annua l conce rt Marc h 29-Ap ril 7 in the Johns on Theat er of
the Paul Creat ive Arts Cente r. Ballet ,jazz, tap and mode rn
ed on the progr am. For ticket s,
.danc e .w orks will be featur
call ,862~2290. . .•
<

•

C

•
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•

•

i

•

•

O

•

•.

•

It is difficult to see why
Chances ,are, if you are
film Lord of the
would
anyone
.
reading this article, at some point
everyon eknows
ceptthat
Flies.ex
were
you
in your educati on
in audience;
built
a
has
it
thus
it,
William
to
ed
/subject
exposed
political allegories are not exactly
Golding'-s Lord of the Flies. It has
the stuff that popular films are
becomeo neoftheB ooksYou Read
made· of. Thus, the "deeper "
like
Not,
Or
It
Like
You
Whether
The Old Man and the Sea or A Tale ,reading of the book gets short
shrift; and all tnat is left is an
of Two Cities. It is a very good
adventu re film, Gilligan's Island
your
like
book, particularly if you
with kids and without the laughs
warm
served
s
allegorie
n
Hobbeia
(orlaugh track,atl east). Weneve r
(and really, who among us does
see the motivations of the kids as
very
not?). First filmed (not
line up behind the respective
they
Brook,
Peter
by
1962
in
ly)
·effective
leaders, or those of the leaders
a new, not any better version by
themsel ves. Ralph and Jack _
Harry Hooks reworks the much
represe nt differen t ways of
an
on
nuts
beloved "kids go
looking at life, but the
as
book
-the
of
reading
island"
philosop hical differen ces are
opposed to the more significant
chucked out the window in favor
political allegory .side of it.
of action and admitte dly
Only
crashes.
plane
A
impressi ve nature photogra phy.
children makeita livetoad eserted
The young, nonisland. An organic hierarch y
nal cast generally does
professio
placing
grows up among them,
le job, particula rly the
admirab
an
in
Ralph,
boys,
older
one of the
charge;R alphcan plan,Ra lphcan boy who plays Ralph and
particul arlynott heonewh oplays
lead. He is challenged by ~mother
The problem is not with
Jack.
s
older boy, Jack, who promise
with the director and
but
them,
and
fun
of
way
the
·
in
more
writer who gave them so little to
excitem ent. The other boys
work with. Let's hope that future
eventual ly divide up along those
ge~er,ation~ of 9ire_ctors will Iea,ve _
;
,
..
Ji~es, ard vpilJt( you__l}.a.Y.e po,_litical
Lord of the 'Flies alone·> · · · ·: ·.··
· ·
society in microcosm.
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Ot he r po sit on s ar e av ail ab le
as we ll. In qu ire in ro om 15 1
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11
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By JOHN

IM "J. A. D. '~ AND £ ND£"D
IN ".10 A.. P.. ~ JUST /15
THE SE.CON!) 1)£CftP£
'BE&AN JN 11.!i Ito.'~

)13, C,]

IA. DJ

THEREFORE;,, THE= /99oJ
WILL NOT OFFICIALLY
~G. G-JN UNTIL /99/)
WJIJCI-/ 15 NE'XT YEl',R)
TtJ BE £;(,1cr;
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YEAf?.

NEXT
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DlDN'T H/\\JE Tl
o TELL EVE RY DETA\

F. ,H\S fROv~ci;suc
· · · W \T AL · .
'RE SL\P.
--rHE "PoL

i!1:

SOPERGIJY

5UPERGUY P05E55ES ENOUGH

PDl,JER TO PULVERIZE A

PACHYDERM. BUT. ..

.

_,,,

HE HAS BEEN KNDl,/N TO HAVE
TROUBLE OPENING CHILO-PROOF

ASPIRIN BOTTLES.
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·STRAW .DOGS
STARRING ·

·. DUSTIN HOFFMAN
'Dustin J-fojfetatt p{ays {1., . ·" ..
· quiet matfietnatician
wor/(jng on fiis .thesis in a
·Comish vi{{age. · 'Wfien liis
· .wife is .raped and tfie
sanctity of fiis fiome is
· ·· · vio{atecl J£offman finds . .·
catharsis in a vio{ent, ···
· ·. 6£oody confrontation. .
'-

.

-

Sunday April 1 7 •& 9:30 pm·

· Strafford Room, MUB

:

/

~~~~
-!•ii!•il'! •.
: : : : : : : : ~~~e !u!~E !tc::!. l[!i.E
~:·•.•.:~;:ihJE:~. . -•. . . . . . .

1984 GMC 4X4 EXTENDED CAB, W / . STEREUKLINYG APARTMENTwott::;~~
APARTMENT. BIG BEAUTIFUL

•.•··•:M
CAI-L PE;,B~~Ll~i:T,S~:i~LL~~

WINDSURFING EQUIPMENT
Neverused6.2meterR.A.F.$175.Mast
$50, Locking Boom $75. New Harness
$30. Many Accessories-CHEAP! 8683756

CONDITION ·
+
WELL
MAINTAINED. WOULD LIKE
QUICK SALE - $4900. A NEW 1990
WOULD COST $13,000+ !!! CALL
868-6583.

Frig, 2.5 cu. in. $75 or B.0. Colonial
Style Love Seat and swivel Rocker $125
or B.O. All in excellent condition. 8682899
The Balfour Man is back and he's
brought great deals. Up to $80 off your
classring! Comeseeforyourself! April
4,5,6 MUB 10-3
CONDITION IS EVERYTHING: 1984
SUBARU GL-10 station wagon.
Interior spotless. No body rust. Most
optio,ns. Have all records. $3250. 8685122.

SUMMER SUBLETTERS NEEDED!
L~rge, beautiful apt. on Main St.
Dishwasher, washing machine, 2
baths. 6opening. Femalesonly. $225/
mo. 868-6013.
Dover Bluff Condo - 2 bed room, 1
bath, fireplace, washer/ dryer,
sundeck, gas heat, storage, weight
room and sauna. Bus route - $62,000
owner will finance! Call (207) 6769372

CONVENIENT. DOVER $295 I
MONTH AVAILABLE 4 11 CALL
KA THY /SUZANNE. 742-8657
Cape Cod Summer Rental sleeps 6-7,
furnished, West Yarmouth - Gose to
beaches, downtown Hyannis, and hot
spots. Reserve early - available
weekends for job hunting. Call after
5 pm. 508-477-3586
Summer Housing$35 a week i month
deposit/ Now taking applications for
fall semester Room/Board/Social
$1,450 plu~ $100 refundable room
deposit. Alpha Gamma Rho call for
Andre 868-9859
female roommate needed May 1st!
Own room, washer/ dryer, cheap
utilities, gorgeous apt. in downtown
Newmarket. ~11 659-8613. Rent $230/mo.

Excellent first car 1985 Nissan Sentra
wagon. Great condition automatic · DURHAM: Privateroorri. Needquiet,
transmission. Call Dana evening 743neat,+ considerate third housemate. 1
3703.
mile to campus, _off-street parking,
surrounded by woods/pond. A-frame
Wooden Desk & chair. Scratch proof
living room, panel windows, wall-wall
surface on desk & padded seat. Both
carpeting, spiral staircase, clean, white
are in excelien t condition. Call Heather
walls. Washer /Dryer /Dishwasher. SUMMER WORK- save $4000, travel,
at 868-9711
Fully-furnished. $275/mo, 1/3 util. gain college credit, great experience.
Call Paul 868-1911
8.68-3756
1983 Honda Accord, 5 speed, A/C,
power steering, AM/FM, 117K miles,
Quiet responsible female seeks same. Opportunity to enter new corporation
good condition, asking $1500, Dave,
Share 2 bedroom Dover apartment. as a distributor, and promoter of a
862-3841 (day), 659-3711 (night)
Off-street parking, K-van. $237.50 new line of consumer good from your
includes heat/ hot water. Julie 749- own home. Full/Part time with
income from 1,000 - 10,000/month.
IBM compatible computer with
6658
Call Cl at 868-5160 or Derrick at 659modem, software and IBM Proprin ter.
1500 or b.o. 868-3000 nights
DURHAM - Furnished single 2709
bedrooms with shared bathroom for
Toyota Tercel, 1981, 72K,red, 4 door, 5
female students only. Available for
speed, $1,100. Call Chris & ,,M aureen , 1990-91 academi.~ year. Private
a.nytime at 433-8462. Please leav~ entrance.-,, Ten miiiule"\valk from T- ~
message. ,
hall, Off street parking. $1150 per
semester including utilities. Call 868For Sale - 1982 Subaru DL
2217 after 4 pm.
$300 as is
~ c;all 862-5556
Roommate needed now! Newmarket
4 bedroom apartment, 152.50 month
Fox Run Mall
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
plus utilities. · Partially furnished! on
Newington, NH
SEIZED VEHICLES FROM $100.
K-van Route. Call 659-7586. Private
fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Cnevys.
431-4355
room!
SurplusBuyersGuide. 1-602-838-8885·
EXT A 18587.
Apartment to share. with mature
nonsmoking good student.
3
Avatar Consignment Shop
• bedrooms, kitchen, dining room
Windy Knoll Village
(playroom), living room with fireplace.
62 Portsmouth Ave
$210/room (includesheat&hotwater),
Stratham, N.H.
2.5 miles to UNH, on bus route. Call
Gowns,
jewelry,
collectibles,
Kevin: 742-7135, 862-2715
handicrafts,men's,children's(infants-Wearables - Buttons
6x) clothing. Hours: Tuesday.~
Co-ed summer housing at AGR. $35/·
Saturday: 9:30-5. Thursday: 9:30-7
·Pens - Stickers - Et~.
we~k, $100 deposit. Also rooms
available for fall (males) To inquire,
JUST IN TJME FOR SPRING
call Andre, 868-9859.
driving fun! (2)Goodyear Eagles 185/ _
70R13only300miles''NEW... Mounted
Newmarket - 2 room efficiency.
on Dodge rims or will sell w / o. Asking
Includes hot water. Paneled, carpeted,
$150/pr but MAKE ME AN OFFER!
first floor, lapnderette, parking.
Call Jim @ 862-6577 day or 664-5692
Security d<,:!posit; _no pets, ·negotiable
eve
lease. $360 monthlyplus oil heat. 603659-2655.
JARVINEN X-COUNTRYSKIS,made
in Finland. Excellent condition! Used
Newmarket Studio - Includes hot
only 1 season. Poles included. $60 .., . w,:ater. -Paneleq, carp,eted, .full::-ba~h,
Sue 742-0619.
launderette, parking. Security deposit,
no pets, negotiable lease. $295 monthly
78 Rabbit All maintenance records,
plus heat. 603-659-2655.
New front tires, need exhaust pipe,
99K. $650. 868-5768.
Newmarket 2 bedroom. First floor,
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING
country location, full bath, launderette,
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1700 IN ONLY
PEAVEY AMP, Renown 400 Guitar
oil heat, panelled, plenty of parking,
10
DAYS. Student groups, frats +
Amp, 200 watts, 2x12 cab, excellent
inexpensive utilities. No pets, security
condition. $250.or BO call Marc 7430- . deposit, short or long term lease sororities need for marketing project
on campus. For details plus your FREE
4563
available. 603-659-2655
GIFT, Group officers call 1-800-7658472 Ext 50.
'83 MAZDA 626LX, HATCHBACK,
RENTAL-HAMPTONBEACH
_
EXCELLENT
'CONDITION,
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE FULLY
FREE RENT in exchange for 2 days of
LOADED, 4-DOOR, AUTOMATIC;
FURNISHED. REASONABLE $450/
child care. (1 year old). Days flexible.
NEW TIRES, BRAKES, 87K MILES.
MONTH. CALL _617-246-1431/ 245Beautiful Stratham location on Great
$300. CALL CHRIS 868-3175
0733 AFTER 6:00 PM
Bay. If you love children and need a
private place to study, please call 772Soloflex exercise machine. Good
ForRent: New5bdrm2bathhomefor
7083
condition, excellent for entire body
up to 6 students in Dover Lake
workout. 868-2803 or 964-6459
neighborhood. Bring your canoe! ,
Rep~esentative wanted for offic~al
$1100 per month, reduction if
Earth Day Products including:
committed by Aprip0. Available6/1
biodegradable cleaning products, non-Act now for best buy! 749-4558 9am _
a_n imal tested personal care products

~Shirts

Screen printing
and
Embroidery

Wholesale_Pricing

.91.rtist on Staff

· Antarctica Expedition+ U.S. SkiTeamfull.
!f~~;~~c~:a~~~~1~ityfor

ATTENTION:
EARN MONEY
TYPING AT HOME! 32,000/yr.
income potential. Details, (1)602-8388885 Ext. T 18587
ATTENTION:
EASY
WORK
EXCELLENT PAY!
A~semble
products at home. Details, 1-602-8388885 Ext. W-18587.
RESORTHOTELS,SUMMER CAMPS,
CRUISELINES, & AMUSEMENT
PARKS; NOW accepting applications
for summer jobs and career positions.
For Free information package and
application; call National Collegiate
Recreational Services on Hilton Head
Island, South Carolina at 1-800-5260396. (9am-5pm EST. M-F)

The New Hampshire
regrets any damages that
were inflicted by the
March 6th personal in
reference to the ROTC
Military Ball. The
information in the
personal was completely
·falsified, and the woman
mentioned had not
authorized its placement.
The editorial staff extend
its apologizes to all
persons involved

Summer Jobs Outdoors. Over 5,000
Openings! National Parks, Forests,
·Abolish empty wallets!
Fire Crews. Send Stamp for Free .
Got ideas for·t-shirts? Tum them into
Details. Sullivan & Associates. 113 E.
money-low production cost. T-Shirts
Wyoming, K_al.!spell, MT 59901. _Plus 431-4355'
Looking for a sorority, fraternity or
student organization that would like
to make $500-$1000 for a one week oncampus marketing project. Must be
organizedandhardworking. Call Bode
or Elizabeth U. at (800)592-2121
"LOVE BOAT" cruiseship jobs $300 to
$900weekly. Noexperiencenecessary.
Come sail with us. 904-489-2635.
ATTENTION
HIRING!
Governments jobs - your area. Many
immediate openings without waiting
list or test. $17,840 - $69,485. Call 1602-838-8885 EXT. ~1.8587
Wanted. UsedBriotrairiset. Evenings:
659-3384.

SUMMER WORK-save$4000- travel,
_gain credit, great experience
call Paul,-868-1911
El - you animal you! Your secret is safe
with me, but control those magic
fingers.
Heather Burton: How did you do in
Physics? I think I flunked. I'm not
happy.
ZIGFREUD GISBAH LIVES!!
Andr~andKarynandRitaMargarita:
I.want to talk to you!!!! Call me now.
You know my number, but if you've
forgotton, its 642-5157. Call me now,
OK? Leave a message on my machine.
Please?

MODELS WANTED FOR SEVERAL .
LINGERIE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS,
Chris L: Still getting shit for the art
ONLY
THOSE
WHO
ARE
personals? Ho! Ho! Ho!
CONFIDENT PHYSICALLY NEED
APPLY.
EXPERIENCE NOT
Show your support for abused children
NECESSARY, BUT YOU MUST BE
by going KD' s GREEK CONTEST
COMFORTABLE -WITH
April 3 at 7:30 pm - Granite State Room

PHOTOGRAPHY AND SHEER

GARMENTS. RA TE IS FLEXIBLE,
MINIMUM $35.00 PER HOUR.
GREENLEAF PRODUCTIONS· 4338418
Help Wanted. Part time working at
the Fox Run Mall for . an Elf.Ster
Promotion. Reliable people qnly
please. Call Mary at 742-0108 WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR
BIG SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!! Objective:
Fundraiser. Commitment: Minimal.
Money: Raise $1,400. Cost: Zero
Investment. Camp~s organizations,
clubs, frats, sororities call OCMC:
1(800)932-0528/ 1(800)950-8472, ext. 1Q
ATTENTION:
_HIRING! .
CRUISESHIP, CASINO, HOTEL JOBS!
FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! Detaiis
call l-60'2-838-8885. Ext. Y-18587.
LESBIAN +GAYMALEStaff,Faculty,
+ Students of UNH: Leisure + free
time survey for a research class. Call
·862-2947 Thurs. after 5:30 pm -Ask for
Lisa. Quick, cheap + painless.
CQNFIDENTIAU! Thanks
CRUISES HIP JOBS $300 to $900 weekly. S~mer or year round. ,Call
603-224-5227 Ext. 102 9am to 9pm
weekdays.
Bob: Careful there, or we will hurt you
with dead chickens. Chickens that
have been roasted and toasted and 1 /
2 eaten and put in hiding in news
e.d itors desk drawers. Because we are
grossed out.

.

-

Laura. Now that he is in Russia, head
for NYU. ltseasy. And don't forget to
visitthatcoolplaceatl 1 Waverlyplace.
Ben: _You are tern ping us with that slit
up the side of those sexy purple shorts ...
oooh, baby, baby. We want you bad.
Hi Eileen. Do you feel better yet? Was
the bathroom all smelly after Bob and
Ben got through or what? That is
probably why you were so sick.
Here is a personal for my fell ow
Sawyerites. Bruce: Too bad you don't
just live down the hall anymore.
Stealing vodka in the middle of the
night from anyone else just isn't fun.
Bill:·Get a haircut. Dan and Jim: I've
neve;hadsuch friendly neighbors. Boy
was I lucky. You owe me. Bye.
Save your lunch $ for a week.
Pick up your copy of the award
winning '89 Granite Yearbook. Am ere
$5 to remember your years' here at
UNH. Stop by room 125 MUB
LUCY IN THE SKY. WHERE DID YOU
LEARN THE NEW TRICKS YOU
SHOWED ME IN THE APPLE
ORCHARD? ANGEL 0.
Kathy, Bob, Laura, John, Eileen, Gail,
Sandra, Sean, Kiin, etc.. .I may have
said some nasty tasty things in the
past, but both you and I know that I
nevermeanta thing. I'm just envious.
I never hated anyone. I was just jealous.
I never thought anyone was a jerk, I
justthoughtl was a jerk. So I am. I am
sorry. Please forgive me, I love you all.
For individual personals, well, gee I'm
just too busy.

-
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want to read it. I mean, do you mean this weekend. And remember, it
that, or are you just. saying that? I doesn't matter if you win or lose, its
mean, you don't mean it, do you? I the party afterwards. -NHWRFC
mean, I really think Stu is cool, and
would give you a great last name. I Kathy Haley's room-mate Danis really
·drunk right now. It's 1:15 a.m. Hope
I)\eall it. What do you mean?
you're feeling well today Dan.
KIM, LAURIE- Thanks for the Jackson
gifts. You're both great! L-TCP, get Women of 52.... Oh how I lust your
bronze bodies. Makemeeammykeep.
psyched! .
I'll do anything ....Anything!!!
Terri - I would never call you a jerk in
a personal, so I guess I am just a nicer FREECAT-LightGrayandWhitel 1/
2 yr. old male - All shots taken care of
person than you are
and he's "altered" - Beautiful loving
friendly cat for a caring rural home.
KERRY- I owe you a buck ...
Please call 743-4001 for more info.
Roses are red. Violets are blue. Erin
Smoka' loves beer and so should FREE TUTORING!!!
Confused? Need help? We tutor a
you... We missed you. NHWRFC
wide variety of subjects at flexible
OK, Terri, I',m not really a nicer person hours. Call Marston House at 8624428
than you are

FREE CANDY, .. in exchange for old
or expired medication April 2-6. Stop
by the Health Service Pharmacy. Help
support POISON PREVENTION
WEEK

Some day John Doherty will be 21. I
think the rest of us will be, what, 64 by
then.

There's an EE on the roof. No, no, no ..
there's a chicken hanging from the
roof.

And we all really will go out drinking
-~ --

. DAN~did you really need to bring
TEN of them? Sorry to hear you came
back with just as many!
·
Merrimac, Merrimac This is the GloriB. Whe:re the Hell are you!!

Kristen,- Sorry you couldn't help with
the stool sampling. Thanks for the car,
Florida, South of the Border, and the
millions oflaughs'..We'llhave to (never)
do it again.·-Hed
··

Brad what do you do with those feet,
put out forest fires??

I wish I could have been a sled dog like
you...

Kim and Karen: Hi! Hi! Hi!

Hey Gamache- Did you ever learn to
sing? Or are you going to have to do
the Zulu dance?- HED

Sled dog....

Ben and Kees ~ Wow! A personal in a
U.S. university. Here's something to
put on your c. v.

Cindy Lower and Diane Martin from
Rochester,NewYork: WelcometoNew
Hampshire! Wishing you a fun
weekend that your husbands will be
. jealous of! Love, little sis

Joan - (from Andover) I met you in
Daytona on Spring Break. I'd love to
hear from you! Please call. -Bill (from
UMass) 413-549-4073

Laura Deame is such a scream
She's got a boyfriend who'sreallymean,
and she·'is as skinny as a lima bean.
Did I say Lima Bean
Wow thats-not very lean
I must have lost a seam

Learn to love the blood, sweat and
beers. There.is such a thing as women's
rugby.Comesee. ThisSaturdayatlpm,
Bellamy Park behind Dover H.S.
Stu- I picture you, I picture me, I picture
your Nike t-shirt on the ground. Stu,
baby, honey, pookums -- nothing will
stop us now.. I love you.

Personals
You love 'em
don't you. Be
a hero,
go to room
'-

110B
of the MUB.
Put .your money
where your ,
smi}ey-faced,
lovey-dovey,
smoochywoochy heart is
I

'•

;.!

I'd rather play rugby and lose than
wininsoftball...KeeneState.Saturday.
Dover High School 1pm. Be there.
Word.-NHWRFC
.

K.A.- Scarf and barf. Glow and blow.
Kneeling to the barf Buhdda. What's
the matter Chowie? Is praying to the
porcelain God is becoming your new
religion? I'm verydisappiontedin you.
No more bloody eyeballs. -HED

GinaG.Happy Birthday! (Hope you drank
one for me in Jamaica.) You're finally
21 and we're all a little scared! Love,
Ooey

To those who survived the return trip
to Ft. Lauderdale on the Glori-B. We
had an awesome crew. Carter.

Ei.\JHANCE YOUR RESUME
by diving into politics- worl< on a hot
political race: 'Governorship, U.S.
Senate or Congress. For info call Matt:
862-4525

Balfour has a deal for you! Up to $80
off! Come see the class rings. April 4, 5,
6 MUB 10.3 pm.

Green M~n-Ms say it all. Get yours in
the Cat's Ooset.

C.A.
Take a chance on me
Andre

Seacoast RFC- Here's a personal
invitation. If we see enough of you
guys on the sidelines this Saturday, I
guess you can come tQ the party
afterwards!!! .
. Dover H.S. 1Pill:~ HED

LESBIAN & GAYMALE Staff, Faculty,

& Stuq.en.ts of UNH: Leisure & free
time survey for a research class. Call
862-2947 Thurs. after 5:30 pm - Ask for
Lisa. Quick, Cheap & Painless.
CONFIDENTIAL!! Thanks.

WANTED ; . . . Old or expired
medications. REWARD given!! Come
to the Health Service Pharmacy the
week of April 2-6. Help support
POISON PREVENTION WEEK.

Bob and Be:0 didn't feel well.
. In fact, they felt way less than swell.
So they just sat on the porcelain well.
And then it smelt.

Sandy,I'vealwaystoldyouthatyou're
thequeeno' copy editing. Andlmean,
some people think I'm nice. I couldn't
name any now, but I know they are out
there.

To the Pike!;! from Negril:
Come back to Jamaica! The
nugget de.finitely wasn't the same with
out you, d~finitely not !
and WendlP.S. Spring _Break '91 to Cozumel?-·

Chaz! Otaz! Chaz! Harper! Harper!
::Harper! Hi! Hi! Hi! ·Guess who?

Wicked.sled dog ...

~ve up to $80 on your class ring ·at
-Balfour's Big Sale! April 4th, 5th, and
6th in the MUB 10-3 pm.

Earth to Shawn andM~rk. ..is there
any life out"there?
Rookies-

Shawn and Mark - Are you
hibernating? Do you still go to school
here? Enquiring minds want to know. .

NANTUCKET! Interested inliving on
island for summer of fun? Me too! Call
for details NOW! Vicki 743-5941

WANTED . . Old or expired
medications. REWARD given !! Come
to the Health Service Pharmacy the
week of A_pril _2-6. Help support
POISON PREVENTION WEEK. ..

with you some Thursday night.

Kappa r;>elta' s Greek God Contest.
April 3 at 7:30 pm.
·

G,~t
,~•~

Support the National Committee for
psyched to play Keene : thePreventionof°1}ldAbuse'.t,.ttend
• .t;:-"•·.,_

-1~
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...•The -N ew
Bampshire~
Op~n it up
and
crawl inside.

Word.
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an n o u n ce s
a n -e n ancem_ent
to t

- ee
oan.
\

Available to college students, faculty and staff*
· Low interest rate
Affordable payments
.Upto $8,0 00 p~r loan
.Quick approval
Easy to.apply
No 'application fee
To apply-fo r an IBMPS /2® Loan for Learning,
visit your campus outlet or call the Nellie Mae
Loan Hotline at 1 (800) 634-930 8.

\

=-=
=f)
-- -----------·-----·-

*The loan offer is available only to qualified students. faculty and staff who purchase IBM PS/2
's through participating camp
ti t A .
combined minimum annual income of $20,000 to be eligible.
·
·
us ou 8 5 · pphcants must have a
®IBM and PS/ 2 are regi stefed trademarks of International Busine~s Machines Corporation.
© IBM Corporation 1990.

"'>,

I

·[{J . -Student Body President l ~

Petitions are now avallable tor: -

Stude~t Body Vice President
Electi-0ns

Commuter Senators,
Greek Senators,
Town-Council
Representative.
,

,

Take the opportu nity to
. meet and question the
candida tes for Student Body
Preside nt and Student Body
Vice ·President~

'

Available i·n the
Student -S·enate Office

Due : Friday, ,April 6th, 4pm

[✓
-- _ · )·. Return to: Beth Clark,
room 130, MUB

.
~J
.,,
1

Are Relationships,
Friends, Parents, \ ~
and every thing else
gettin g to you?

Smart
Savings!

CALL

n Lin ··
862-3922

··•~

Sund~y - Thu_rsday 5:00p~ -1 O:OOpmi -.~ n
. - Tuesday 6:00pm - -10:00pm
-~U

-, Bise~~~I

/Les~-ian /~G~; --J

Hotline

.-~_.. --.
· .·. i -_;_;~

Funded by PFO
. . ·;-.

: >CC::"

j
~

t -~

·.on Balfour Gold College Ring,i
Drain wave! Spooial savings on Balfour Gold
College Rmgs going on right now! Save $30 on 10K,
~O on 14K and $80 on 18K Gold Collegu Rings.

Have asmart a#ttck=hurry in soon! BecausE this

Intelligent ojJer won t go onforuvet, and yaiLte too
mftlrtw mlss out! ·
1

April 4th, 5th, 6th

-MUB 10:00-3:00pm

,
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ROOM ~ DRAW

I

HOUS ING DEPO SITS DUE
1 •
•
f % .:.namps
n f
/iire$200
• I .oQ
·univers
ity
o~w

PAY TO THE a
ORDER OF

'Iwo Jiundred and 00/100 -------. HOUSING DEPOSIT

ooLLARs

Jolin P. Student

ALL ELIGIBLE STUDENTS PLANNING
· TO LIVE ON CAMPUS FOR THE 1990-91
ACADEMIC YEAR MUST PAY THEIR
$200 HOUSING DEPOSIT AND SIGN .
·THEIR AGREEMENT CARD ON
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, FRIDAY
MARCH 30, OR MONDAY APRIL 2.
THE DEPOSIT PROCESS WILL BE HELD
AT THE BUSINESS OFFICE LOCATED IN
STOKE HALL, MAIN LOUNGE.

....
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Spring Schedu les:

quick strikes and led 2-0 after only · his third, four goal game of the
2:20. UNH got one back on a year.
Mechura score five and a half minUNH wasted no time scoring,
utes later, but Rutgers scored the with Daley netting one just 13 secnext six goals before Botnick net- onds into the game. Holy Cross
ted the half's final goal.
came back with a goal 13 seconds
ThethirdquartersawR utgers later to tie the game at 1-1. The
get four straight scores and take a 'Cats got three goals in four and a
12-2lead. Sullivanstruckbackfo r half minutes to go up 4-1, but HC
.c........ ..............
UNH, but the Scarlet Knights got nailed the next two and it was a 4another three goals for a 15-3 lead 3 game, halfway through the first
and UNH's Paul Talmo finished quarter.
thescoringtomakethe final 15-4.
Talmo got two of the three
UNH was outshot 38-16 by a straight UNH goals to forge a 7-3
strong Rutgers squad and showed lead with three minutes to go in the
that there is room for improve- quarter. The 'Cats then lapsed for
ment despite the impressive 2-1 the next six minutes and the Cru1 ; start. Coach Garber said that the saders capitalized with three scores
team ·wasn't discouraged by the · to cut the lead to 7-6 with about 12
loss because of the caliber of the minutes until the half.
Bot nick scored two of UNH' s
Rutgers team.
''They got more opportuni- five additional goals before the half
ties than we did and you simply and Talmo struck just 1:34 before
can't give a team like that too many the break to give .the 'Cats a 12-8
chances," Garber said. "[It] gives lead.
Holy Cross got twoquickgoals
.us three·weeks and chance to ma-ture some more and we would at the start of the third quarter to
cut the UNH lead to 12-10. But the
· give them a much better game."
The offense in the first three 'Cats stormed back to get the final
::1::: :: :::J::::::::::: games had trouble getting started five scores of the quarter with
with UNH scoring only 30 goals. Botnick and Daley each netting
Botnick had nine goals while . two. UNH led 17-10 going into the
Mechura, Sullivan, Daley, Vetrano fourth quarter.
The . Crusaders got only on
:11 and Dave Robinson have notched
goal in the period while UNH
three a piece.
''The defense so far has been notched the last four goals, two by.
the strength of the team, though," sophomore Pete Fleming, for the
final score of 21-11.
,
said Coach Garber.
Vona played the first half in
Against Holy Cross, however, the offense finally got hot goal and got the win. He made five
and smoked the Crusaders for a saves while surrendering eight
21-11 win; Daley scored fivetimes goals. Stowe Milhous finished the
to lead the 'Cats and Botnick had game and also made five saves. He

.illllll.111,~ III
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Men's Lacrosse
continued from p. 36
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BASEBALL:
WOMEN'S
AND
April i9 LOWELL
MEN'S TRACK:
21 NORTHEASTER N All meets away, starting
22 NORTHEASTER N April 7at URI Invitational
25 PROVIDENCE
(women) and Dartmouth
27 BOSTON
with Cornell and UMASS
UNIVERSITY
(men)
28VERMONT
29VERMONT ·
WOMEN'S LACROSSE:
May 5 HARTFORD
March 24 YALE
6HARTFORD
April
4 BROWN
- 9 DARTMOUTH
7 HARVARD
12 BENTLEY
12 BOSTON
18-21 ECAC
_COLLEGE
Championships
19 DARTMOUTH
25-28NCAA
Northeast Regionals GOLF:
June 1-.9 · College World All matches held away
Series
starting with Palm Coast
Invita.t ional at Daytona
MEN'S LACROSSE:
Beach, FLA March 16-18
April 21 YALE
28 PROVIDENCE . FOOTBALL:
May r 2 HARVARD
May 5 1990 Blue/White
8 DARTMOUTH
gave up the final fhree scores.
Coach Garber said the defense Villanova· this Sunday and Coach
didn't play as well as they had Garber sees that as a big game for
been playing, but that the offense both teams. Villanova has won two
carried the team this time.
· in a row and UNH is looking to have
"At this point we're ieal a super season. UNH fans should
happy to be at 3-1," said Garber. expect an exdting game from these
"It's our best start since '83."
two, and an equally exciting season
The . 'Cats will play next at from the 'Cats.

Af'llSOS

S'P'l\l'l{fj MOo/I'E Ll'J{'E-'UP:
April 1 Straw Dogs
5

·s
19.

22
26
M~y 3 .·
.6

10
15

Wings of Desire
Knife in the Water
Willy Wonka & the Chocol ate Fa~tor y
Young Franke nstein
Cool Hand Luke
Pelle the.Conqu eror.
Four Adven tures ·of Rein~t te & ·Mirab elle
Marrie d to the Mob
Breath less

All ;,:~ ovies are shown at 7 & 9:30 pm in the Strafford_Rooin of the MUB .
. ·.

Students $1

N on~Studen ts($2
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UN H gra d sign s wit h ·
New Eng lan d Pat riot s
By Kim Armstrong
Ilia Jarostchuk is back. Back
in New England playing for the
good ole' Patriots .
According to a Boston Globe
article last Sund ay, Jarostchuk
signed a contract with New England, and will reportedly get a
$75,000 signing bonus, $180,000
salary and a $25,000 roster bonus
this year, and $230,000 salary plus
a $30,000 roster bonu s next year.
Hopefully this will be
Jarostchuk' s last stop in his pro
career. After g raduating from
UNH, he land ed in St. Louis,
Phoenix, Kansas City, Sa.n Fran-

cisco, and Miami before returning
to Phoenix.
The ~-foot-3-inch, 231-pound
linebacker was selected by the St.
Louis Cardinals in the fifth round
of the 1987 d raft. He injured his
right arm in training camp, underwent surgery, a nd was hit by the
strike all ir. the first stages of his
career. After that he bounced
around to different teams and will
now try to plant his footprints in
New England soil again.
At 25, Ilia Jarostchuk still has
plenty of time to make his mark.

•••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• ••••
•
The UNH~gymn asts will host
•
••
URI at ·Lund holm ·Gymn asium
•
•
• this Satur day at. 7pm. The meet
•
•
will be their will be their last
•
•
• home .meet of the 1990 seaso n!
•
•
•

Cy clis ts tak e
2nd pla ce at
Sto nyb roo k ·

··~·· ······ ······ ······················~·
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'Cat s over com e field of
18 team s, bu_t are still

unable -to catch Yale
By John Doherty
Amidst blood and steel and ful skin injury, often called "road
free pasta and gallons of beer on rash".
But Delaney rallied and went
the house, there was glory for
UNH Cycling. Last weekend's on tofinishSun day'sgrueli ngroad
stage raceatSton eybrookCo llege race . .Another crash very could
in NY saw UNH finish second have cost UNH the overall title.
"We really blew it when Bogplace overall, _defeat~ng eighteen
said Bedell. Brian
crashed,"
art
other teams, mcludmg pre-race
designated UNH
the
was
Bogart
.
State.
favorite Penn
Only Yale University kept - leader in the "A" road race SunUNH's wheeled warriors from day. He had already finished
fourth in the criterium Saturday
ultimate victory.
"But we're satisfied," said A- and hopes in the UNH camp were
team member Bruce Bedell. "We running high for another top placonly had half the team because of ing.
The race consisted of 17 laps
spring break."
The two day, two event race around a three mile coui:se which
featured races in the II A", "B" ,"C" included a mile climb to th; finish.
With ten laps to go, a large
a1Ld women's categories. UNH
took out Bogart and another
crash
two
and
men
eighteen
entered
UNH rider. The pile -up also
women at Stoneybrook.
Crashes lowered the team's . caused four UNH riders to be
numbers further. BedeU reported dropped from the pack. Only Bruce
that there were about ten crashes, Bedell managed to grab points
11:.1ost of them on the fast, tight which are awarded through the
cornered .7 mile criterium course top twenty, by finishing eighteenth.
"Most of the other crashes
on Saturday.
One Saturday crash hospital- were new guys, crashing for the
ized Sue Delaney,on eoftwo UNH first time," said Bedell. '1t's good
women to compete. Delaney's . for them, in a way, to get that asfront tire flatted going into a turn pect of racing-over with early."
One "new guy" who wasn't
and she went down hard on her
knee, blowing it out and sustain- wasting too much time pulling his
ing the racer's dreaded raw, pain- twisted bike out of pile-ups was

...,.

of
UNH riders finished second place overall last weekend, despite some unfortunat e crashes and lots
photo)
(file
Annapolis.
at
weekend
this
Navy
on
revenge
for
prepares
spaghetti. The team

Kurt Bovin. Bovin finished second in Saturday's criterium, scoring important points for the team
overall.
Jackie Sofarelli, the second of
the UNH women, raced to a pointscoring fourteenth in thecriterium.
The cyclists found success on
and off the race course. Organizers threw the traditional Pasta Bash
for racers Saturday night to help
them load up on carbohydra tes at
a restaurant called the "Park
Bench". When several 9f the racers went back to the res~eraunt
later, they were treated to free
pitchers of beer, free t-shirts and
an invitation for more free beer
and pasta Sunday by the owner

and a friend of his.
"It was a cool experience,"
said Bedell. "This guy, Jim ,
O'Rourke, is a contractor in Stoneybrook and invited us back Sunday. Sure enough, when we went
back Sunday, everything was kosher; free pasta, free drinks."
Even though there were no
first places for UNH, the team felt
victorious; With only half a team,
UNH had looked at Stoneybrook
as a warm-up for this weekend's
biggie, the Annapolis Stage race.
"We'll be looking to win this_
one outright," said Bedell. "All
_our top guys will be there.';
Lastyear, UNHlostth eover-

all title to Navy, at Annapolis~by
just thirty-nine seconds . Twenty
-five teams will be competing at
Annapolis, which takes points
only for the "A" races. Racing
starts Friday night with a 1 kilometer time trial, a race against the
clock where each rider races alone.
Saturday features a criterium of
thirty miles, long for .a criterium
which is usually a ·flat, full-out
race with lots of crashes. The
event finishes up on Sunday with
'
a hilly 55 mile road race.
"We're definitely looking forward to getting a little revenge on
Navy for squeezing it out last
year," said Bedell.

.,
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Men's Lax off
to·best ·start
since 1983

0
- -

-

By Don Taylor
: Thinkthere'snottoomuchto when UNH's Jeff Mechura
cheer about at UNH this spring? scooped up a.loose ball and raced
A tuition increase and numerous downfieldtoscoreashort-handed
other ·hassles for students might goal. The 'Cats scored two more
make it seem that way, but the goals in the next six minutes to go r
men's lacrosse team just inay give · up 11-8 and hold on for the win. ·
UNHdominated Delaware in •
everyone something to cheer
the face off circle 18-7, but was
about.
TheUNHmen'slacrosseteam outshot by the H~ns, 44-39.
Coach Garber has a cautious ·
opened the season at Delaware
with a come form behind 11-10 but optimistic attitude about the
win. Mark Botnick scored . four lax team's chances this year. Even
goals and added an assist while thoughthepastthreeyearshaven't
Tim Vetrano netted two goals. producedanythingbutheadaches
Stowe Milhous recorded 17 saves for the 'Cats, Garber still feels there
in goal to backbone the season's is a potentially surprising and
Lax coach Ted Garber receives the 1989 Sportmanship award from a representative of the N.E. Lacrosse
successful season ahead.
first victory.
Association. Garber leads .the 'Cats to their best start since 1983. (photo UNH nmedia services)
Officials
top
Coach Garber has the
"It's a major win," said Head
Coach Ted Garber. "It was our three scorers returning from last
But the 'Cats came back with three Growney, Brendan O'Brien and
first game and also our first out- season. Mechura was the top gun face offs.
Botnick, with four goals, con- goals to take a 7-2 lead into the half. I?rian Quirk to graduation, ,,but
side while Delawar~ had played with 29 goals and 13 assists for 42
Thethirdquarterwasscoreless Coach Garber thinks he can. get
three games and been ·outdoors points. Botnick was close behind tinued to be the main offensive
for a month." Garber also noted at 20-17-37 and Vetrano had 13-4- weapon for UNH while John Daley ·u ntil the Buckeyes tallied with 3:56 evenmoreoufputfromothersthan
registered three goals and an assist. left in the period. However, UN~ the 21-15-36 totals the departed
that Delaware had just beaten 17 totals.
It was UNH's first inside game lit up.the next six minutes with five trio provided.
According to Garber, last
Army, not a ranked team, but one
"We have an excellent mix of
year·and it t ook the offense straigh1t goals to~ xtend the lead to
the
of
three
winning
finish,
strong
year's
counthe
in
-of the stronger squads
out of four, was "something posi- some time to adjust. ''The defense 12-3 with 13:35 to go in the game. class and talent," said Garber.' 'Not
. try.
· The two teams traded goals for since'86 (when-the 'Cats last went
The 'Cat'strailed2-0with 1:40 tive fortheteam ...it shows we can was great while the offense got oli.
remainder of the contest to ac- to the NCAA tournament) has the
the
team
"The
Garber.
Coach
said
track"
team.I/
a
as
left in the first quarter but tied the play together
UNH then took their positive adju;ted well and got the job done." cou~t for the. final score. U~,JH team had such good chemistry."
·· game just 1:15 into the seco.n d
The win over Ohio Stat_f put
The 'Cats went out to an early keeper Brian Vona played a httle
quarter on a shot by Will New- attitude and momentum to the
in the championship game
UNH
turned
and
quarters
three
than
more
7:14
at
Pflug
Dave
by
shot
a
on
lead
OutTourneytoplay
Rutge:r~Shoot
ties
five
of
bold. That was the first
in the-game, the last of which came Ohio State. In the opening game, of the first quarter. They scored three in a strong game, allowing only five against Rutgers, ranked third in
at 8-8 when Bill Sullivan scored Ul'fiHoutplayedtheBuckeyesand moretimesinthenextsevenininu tes goalswhilemakingsixsaves. Chris the nation. Rµtgers' domination
SmithrelievedVonaandmadethre e- of the 'Cats was evident from the
with 13:13 gone in the third pe- came away with a convincing 15- to end ~he quarter up 4-0.
start. The Scarlet Knights got two
stops while giving up one score.
two
with
back
came
State
Ohio
asall
dominated
'Cats
The
6 win.
riod.
,.
_Offense was a potential co~- MENSl,ACROSSE, P.
Thekey~oalcameonlyf~rty- pects of the game, out shooting quick sco.res in the first 7:30_of ,t he
35
,
five seconds mto the last quarter OSU ili9_!!1d_~nl!!g 14 ofl9. secondguartertocuttheleadinha lf. cern due to the loss of Kevin
•
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INew AD fac\e s budget woes
· .
By Heather Grant .
When the new UNH women's
athleticdirectorDr.JudithRay-to ok
the job, she admits that she wasn't
awarehowextrernethemoneypro hlems were in the athletic department.
Ray, who comes to UNH from the
University of New Mexico says-that
the programs at UNM were better
funded. At last Wednesday's press
conference at the Alumni Center,
the only com~ent for Ray was,
"Welcome to New Hampshire".
.For the pas.t week, Ray has been ·
meeting with coaches and administrators in the UNH ~thletic department, in an attel11,pt to familiarize
herself with their needs and expectations of her as the new AD. The
most important discovery that she
has made so far, is just how deep the
scars of budget problems have cut
into women's athletics
"I fguess
:..t•
f aced t.h e meu1a
d.
,
·d
,, ded" the
fuknow
.
ffiI didn't
.
at a
JuCllm 1U1v,1ne new womens auueuc uector,
sa1
mg,
n
c1ent
msu
o
gree
.
k
·
.
1
th
r=t-press conference at e Alumni center· (photo Mar Mil er) Ray. "I can't live with it, but I'll work
with it."
. ... ···· · ..............
j\j\\t:/:::=:,;?i····')j}(jjj/(::j(\j/::/i::/

.
.
her meetings with coaches have enlightened her to the problems of
,keepingtheteamsoperatingonsu ch
low budget.
"It all pretty much boils down
to money. Ifeellike the wicked witch
of the North or Marna Scrooge," said
Ray. "Everybody will have to bite
the bullet in order for us to survive
but everyone has been . willing to
·
give a little. "
Her long term goals include
more fund r~ising as well as hopefully providing full time assistant
coaches for all sports.
Ray, who has been the Assistant Athletic Director for Academic
and Student Affairs at the University of New Mexico since 1986, was
chosen by Michael O'Neil, Assistant
VP of Athletics and Administration,
interim President Gus Kinnear after
~ lortgf search
b
• by fa committee made
up o various acu 1ty mern ers,
repreathlete
coaches and a student
sentative. The search for a new

a

r

"When I came here for an interview
thepeopleweresoinformativean d
warm. I looked at the history of the
program and I saw how they were
so strongly committed to providing a strong role model to women
athletes."
Rayseestheareain thedepartrnentthatisinmostneedof money
is the operating budget, funds that
go towards team travel, uniforms,
and meals, Ray also foresees t~e
expansion of the 'WildcatWinners'
Circle', a fund raising · program
began by Bigglestone, as well as ·
devefopingrnoreendowmentslils .e
the Jane Blaylock scholarship for
women athletes. The possibility of
enormous budget cuts in the department also prompted Ray to
mention thepossibilityofhavingto
reassess athletic scholarships.
Despite the stress of having to
deal with the various budget problems of •the department, Ray expressed a great deal of exdternent
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Durham last Sunday, Ray says that · about why she applied for the.job.

